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Auction raises money 
jish Film Theater 
Jallery. 
)./3lC 
Musicians entertain 
JJlack Swamp Arts 
Festival crowd. 
The Falcon soccer 
team defeated 
Xavier 3-0 
yesterday. 
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Bowling Green stuns Missouri 
Missouri wide receiver Jay Murchison (bottom) Tumbles the ball 
away after being hit by Bowling Green's Tawan Smith (SS) and Adam 
Lige (47) during a fourth quarter drive. Falcon Jason Woullard (49) 
L.C. Pattenon/APpholo 
recovered the fumble. Murchison's fumble was one of three that the 
Tigers lost in the second half of the 17-10 Bowling Green victory. 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
COLUMBIA. Mo. - Once the 
breaks started going its way, 
there was no stopping Bowling 
Green on Saturday. 
The Falcons trailed, 10-0 at 
half time, but scored 17 unans- 
wered points in a memorable 
second half and took a 17-10 up- 
set win over Missouri before 
35,154 at Faurot Field. 
A stifling Falcon defense 
forced three Tiger turnovers and 
added a key fourth-down stand in 
the second half, allowing the 
offense to break out of a first 
half funk and come away with 
one of the biggest wins in school 
history. 
"It's a big win for our pro- 
gram," Blackney said after the 
Falcons' first-ever win over a Big 
Eight opponent. "We don't get a 
lot of respect [coming out of) our 
conference. 
"We worked very hard this 
week. It was almost like presea- 
son practice. We went back to 
fundamentals like blocking and 
tackling, and I think it really paid 
off. 
"But most of all, the kids really 
responded today." 
Respond they did with consec- 
utive touchdowns late in the third 
quarter that reversed a woeful 
first half. 
Steve Ayers recovered a fum- 
ble with 7:15 to go in the third 
Arts, crafts crowd streets 
Lee Buse 
The BG News 
Jewelry, art, photographs, 
dolls and leather tribal masks - 
- these were only a few of the 
items for sale at the Black 
Swamp Arts Festival. 
The festival 
consisted of 
exotic arts and 
crafts sold 
from beneath 
about 30 tents 
lined up 
throughout 
downtown 
Bowling Green. 
To most people 
it would seem 
Exhibitors disappointed 
with weekend festival sales 
BLACK 
SWAMP 
MnsnsmM. 
like a great business opportunity. 
But this year there seemed to be 
more than a couple of disap- 
pointed dealers. 
Zeke and Marty, who refused 
to give their last names, came 
from St. Louis to display a varie- 
ty of different leather tribal 
masks. The two said their busi- 
ness has been very slow. 
"We've been in this business 
for 25 years, and business is 
rarely this bad," said Marty. "We 
should have just stayed home." 
Yvonne Hughson, who owned a 
booth called "Dolls By Yvonne," 
said business at these types of 
festivals has been slow all year. 
"I think the heat this summer 
has driven a lot of potential cus- 
tomers away. People just aren't 
as willing to come out in this type 
of weather. Although, this week- 
end is one of the nicer ones," 
Hughson said. 
Ken Becker, who owns his own 
photo graphics company, said the 
reason for the lack of sales is 
most people come to the festival 
to just look around but not to buy 
anything. 
John Lubinski, a University 
junior, said he didn't plan to buy 
anything either. 
"I just like coming down here 
and looking around. Besides, a lot 
of this stuff is pretty expensive. 
Most college students probably 
can't afford to buy anything," 
said Lubinski. 
Hughson, who travels through- 
out Ohio and the surrounding 
states, said another reason might 
be that Bowling Green is a pretty 
conservative town, and some res- 
idents might not find these crafts 
as interesting as residents of 
other towns do. 
"I usually make more money in 
places that aren't as conserva- 
tive, like Philadelphia, and cities 
on the East Coast," said Hughson. 
"On a steady basis, you almost 
have to do the fairs. Galleries are 
there, but it is very difficult to be 
selling in galleries on a steady 
basis. A lot of artists do both. ■• 
Trasier9 success opens Emmys 
NBC edges competition with nominations for primetime awards 
John Horn 
The Associated Press 
PASADENA, Calif. - NBC's hit 
comedy "Frasier" won three of 
the first four honors presented at 
Sunday's 47th Annual Primetime 
Emmy Awards. 
David Hyde Pierce, who plays 
the show's wobbly psychiatrist, 
won best supporting actor in a 
comedy series. The show also 
won for comedy series directing 
and best writing in a comedy se- 
ries. 
"Does this mean that I'll never 
have to work again or that I'll 
never work again?" quipped 
Pierce. 
Christine Baranski, the sar- 
donic divorcee on "Cybill," led 
off the evening with the Emmy 
for outstanding supporting ac- 
tress in a comedy series. 
NBC headed into the awards 
with an edge as the leader in 
nominations and preliminary 
trophies given in weekend cere- 
monies. 
"ER," NBC's hot hospital 
drama dominating the Emmys 
with 23 bids, received five stat- 
ues in the non-televised creative 
arts awards Saturday. 
NBC had a total of 96 Emmy 
nominations, followed by CBS 
with 91 and cable's Home Box 
Office with 50. ABC had 39 bids, 
while Fox Broadcasting Co. had 
19. 
Emmys in 27 major categories 
were being presented Sunday 
night at the Pasadena Civic Audi- 
torium In a ceremony telecast 
live by Fox Broadcasting Co. 
Comedy stars Jason Alexander 
of "Seinfeld" and Cybill Shep- 
herd of "Cybill" were ceremony 
co-hosts. 
NBC won 16 awards in Satur- 
day's preliminary ceremony, fol- 
lowed by CBS with  14.  Other 
network totals included  HBO's 
seven awards and PBS' four. 
Acting trophies given Saturday 
for guest appearances on comedy 
and drama series went to Paul 
be seen in more than 80 foreign 
countries by a estimated over- 
seas audience of more than 500 
million, the academy said. 
This  year's broadcast  repre- 
"Does this mean that I'll never have to work 
again or that I'll never work again?" 
David Hyde Pierce 
actor 
Winfield for CBS' "Picket Fen- 
ces," Shirley Knight for ABC's 
"NYPD Blue" and Carl Reiner 
and Cyndi Lauper for separate 
episodes of NBC's "Mad About 
You." 
Emmy winners were chosen by 
Academy of Television Arts & 
Sciences members through peer- 
review panels. 
Sunday's show was expected to 
sents the beginning of the cere- 
mony's annual rotation among 
ABC, NBC, CBS and Fox. 
ABC had an exclusive four- 
year U.S. broadcast deal for the 
ceremony, but the network 
agreed to relinquish its hold 
early after its competitors regis- 
tered their annoyance with a 
1993 Emmy boycott. 
quarter on the Tiger 14-yard line 
that seemed to turn things 
around for an offense that was 
0-for-5 in Missouri territory in 
the first two quarters. 
Tight end Trevor Stover 
caught a one-yard score to pull 
the Falcons to within 10-7. Then it 
was Eric Starks catching his first 
career touchdown, a two-yard 
strike on the next possession, to 
put Bowling Green up to stay. 
The rest was left to the Falcon 
defense, as they forced two more 
turnovers to help ice the out- 
come. 
"In the first three halves we've 
played this year, we've had so 
many miscues," Blackney said. 
"The second half we came out 
and played football like we have 
the past four years at Bowling 
Green." 
Missouri came out and played 
just as they have the past four 
years as well - ugly. Coach Larry 
Smith, a '67 Bowling Green grad- 
uate, gave all the credit to the 
school where he began his colle- 
giate football days. 
"There's nothing to be 
ashamed of or embarrassed 
about on our end," Smith said. 
"We played our butts off ... but 
Bowling Green was the better 
team today." 
The centerpiece of this victory 
was the Falcon defense. Missouri 
led 10-0 after scoring on the sec- 
See STUNS, page eleven. 
Making Music 
Jon Rn.b*cK/TKe BC Newi 
Julie Buzzolli plays the harp Sunday at the Black Swamp Arts 
Festival. Several musicians performed solo throughout the 
weekend for festival-goers. 
' 
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Fans should be 
more supportive 
Being 0-2 isn't that bad, some had said before Bowl-j 
ing Green's weekend road trip to Missouri. 
Many fans had already mentally carved out a Falcon' 
trip to the Las Vegas Bowl assuming an 0-2 start to the 
season. 
After the first half of the Missouri game, it looked as if 
the skeptics would be correct. 
But the second half brought back the bowl-bound Fal- 
cons of previous seasons, pulling out a 17-10 victory. 
Now with a win over a Big Eight conference team -- 
c that's Big Eight like the conference where defending 
national champion Nebraska plays in and Big Eight like; 
which has four top 25 teams in the nation. 
So you would think that the Falcons would rumble out 
of the lockeroom Saturday to a roar from the crowd. 
Right? 
Maybe, a slight yawn will pass over the BG faithful. 
It is a well-known fact that attendance at home football 
games hasn't been as good as it could be in recent years. 
Despite Bowling Green's recent winning seasons, 
many seats remain empty at home games. There are 
many theories that have been rehashed over the past few 
years about why students aren't showing up to games. 
Some argue that students are apathetic and have no 
pride in the University. Others theorize that students are 
too accustomed to having a winning team and find games 
boring in which the Falcons thoroughly thump other 
Mid-American Conference teams. 
Maybe it's Saturday morning cartoons, or sleeping off 
a hard Friday night, or just lack of interest that keeps 
students from making the trek across campus to the sta- 
dium. 
Whatever the theory, the reality is this - Bowling 
Green has a team that is a MAC favorite for the Las 
Vegas Bowl, and a head coach that has taken them there 
before. 
So students who have Saturday afternoon free should 
take a walk over to Doyt L. Perry Stadium and cheer on 
the Falcons as they take on their first MAC team of the 
year. 
Besides, students pay for football tickets as part of 
their general fee whether they're in the stadium on Sat- 
urday afternoon or not. 
So in this world of dollar stores and bargain shops why 
would you pay for something and not receive it? What 
are those 15,000 students who don't show up for BG 
games thinking when they let the University take $35 out 
of their pocket but haggle over hamburger prices at the 
Union. 
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Cruelty exists as an art 
Editor's Note: We don't know if 
Dan's article is on the arts or on 
killing people, but we do know 
that he bought a nuclear warhead 
with his student loan money, so 
we just smile, nod and do 
whatever he says. We suggest you 
do the same. 
Although I spent a fair amount 
of time in court this weekend 
(explaining to a judge that, due to 
the theory of relativity, I was 
only doing 25 miles per hour, and 
it was the rest of the world spin- 
ning by at 100 miles per hour), I 
was able to break away for a 
while to go to the Black Swamp 
Arts Festival. In particular, I 
wanted to see Parallax View, not 
only because they are an excel- 
lent band, but because every 
other person there was given a 
free pitcher of tequila. 
Ha! I'm just joking, of course - 
everybody got a free pitcher of 
tequila! But that is not my point. 
My point is that I wanted to go 
downtown and appreciate some 
art, no matter how many beers I 
had to drink until it all made 
sense. 
You see, some people are able 
to look at art stuff and imme- 
diately see the intrinsic artistic 
quality, whereas I still have 
major problems with a paint-by- 
numbers kit. Some people may 
say that I was not exposed to 
enough art as a child, but I think 
it was exactly the opposite: too 
much art. 
As a child, it seemed like hard- 
ly a week went by without our en- 
tire Star Wars-loving, Pixie stick- 
eating, hyperactive school went 
to an art museum. A trip to the 
museum did not teach me that 
various cultures in various times 
expressed themselves through 
their artwork, but that various 
cultures in various times were 
really messed up. 
an S. 
(laffney 
Let's take pornography, for ex- 
ample. In today's society, a photo 
of a naked man and/or woman is 
usually seen as either a.) a dis- 
gusting, demeaning symbol of 
the destructive decline our soci- 
ety is in, or b.) the cover of 
National Geographic. About 400 
years ago, however, naked was 
IN! As a kid, I remember seeing 
hundreds of paintings of groups 
of naked men and women - most 
the size of a Volvo station wagon 
- standing around what appears 
to be a backyard barbeque. The 
only thing that these paintings 
taught me was that barbeques 
aren't as fun today as they were a 
few hundred years ago. It's 
either that, or they used to drink 
heavily beforehand. My point is, 
though, that this art is useless, 
unless you really have a craving 
to see 800-pound men and women 
in their birthday suits. 
Another example is graphic 
violence. The media today is 
afraid to show pictures when re- 
porting on an extremely grue- 
some death, but 300 years ago. 
not a day went by without 
someone painting a beheading, a 
burning at the stake, a hanging or 
an extremely severe "wedgie". 
I remember one painting in 
particular about Saint Sc-and-So; 
he was tied to a tree, and he had 
about, oh, 100 arrows sticking out 
of him. When I first saw this, I 
did not think, "My, what a strug- 
gle Christians must have gone 
through in their quest to find God 
in such a savage time." Noooooo, 
what I thought was, "What kind 
of bastard would stand around 
and paint such a picture without 
helping the poor guy?" 
The thing is, though, that this 
sort of stuff happened all the 
time, and nobody really had a 
problem with it. Today, however, 
you would not be allowed to shoot 
even one arrow into somebody - 
and do you know why? Because 
we are turning into a nation of 
wimps. "All right," you say, 
"what's your solution?" Well, if 
you really want it, here it is: 
BRING BACK CRUEL AND 
UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT. 
Now, before you throw up on 
the paper and send me a dead 
animal via UPS, hear me out. Too 
many people think that a killer 
shouldn't be put to death, be- 
cause they think that's cruel and 
unusual. They are wrong. Forc- 
ing the killer to be Richard Sim- 
mons' proctologist — now 
THAT'S cruel and unusual pun- 
ishment! 
What we really need to do is 
revise our definition of cruel and 
unusual. Putting someone in the 
gas chamber is not cruel; forcing 
them to listen to New Kids on the 
Block is. Ten years in jail is not 
unusual; ten years in a Port-a- 
Potty is. You see, cruel and unu- 
sual punishment has gotten a bad 
rap in the past few decades, but I 
think that if we try hard enough, 
we can actually make it fun, like 
in the old days. 
In- the old days, punishment 
was a public event held on week- 
ends so everybody could attend. 
Unfortunately, tractor pulls and 
monster truck races started 
drawing the crowds away, so we 
ended up just sticking people in 
jail, promising that once the trac- 
tor pulls were over, we'd drag 
them out and chop off a limb or 
two. 
My point is, people in countries 
that have cruel and unusual pun- 
ishment seem to have a lot less 
crime - of course, these people 
also eat cats and dogs and change 
their underwear every other 
week, but I don't think we should 
hold that against them. We, 
however, don't have cruel and 
unusual punishment, and there- 
fore it's hard to discourage rob- 
bery, assaults, karaoke and line 
dancing. My suggestion? Write to 
Congress. Or you could just bar- 
beque naked. 
Dan Gaffney is actually a 
handsome and well-trained 
Golden Retriever named "Bus- 
ter." Buster is the local chapter 
president for the National Rifle 
Association, and he would great- 
ly appreciate it if you rubbed his 
belly. 
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Graffiti covers sidewalks 
While wandering around the 
University this past week - using 
the ever-so-helpful parking map, 
an anomaly caught my eye. 
On the sidewalk between the 
Business Administration Build- 
ing and Eppler South, someone 
scrawled a series of interesting 
and somewhat original ideas and 
slogans with chalk. Among these 
were "Those who speak of revo- 
lution in terms of music have 
corpses in their mouths" and 
"Cash on Delivery" - printed 
next to an outline of a body. A 
somewhat vulgar message was 
printed on an adjacent wall. The 
vandals even managed to scrawl - 
"Begin to enjoy what you don't 
understand" on the steps of 
Hayes Hall. 
Strange, indeed. But what I 
thought was even more unusual 
was the fact that, while I and a 
few others stopped to read the 
various slogans, most people 
simply walked on by. I am a first- 
year student, I hear that's the po- 
litically correct term for 
"freshman," so perhaps there's a 
story behind the "chalk bandit" 
that I don't know. 
Perhaps this is a frequent 
occurrence on campus, or per- 
haps the chalk bandit is a well-k- 
nown, mentally unstable individ- 
ual. Maybe people have been 
trained to just walk on by when 
exposed to radical or otherwise 
different thoughts. Or maybe we 
have progressed to a point where 
being "different" is normal, and 
therefore boring. 
The trend in recent years 
towards "alternative" culture, 
with an emphasis on being 
different for difference's sake, 
would seem to bear this out. 
However, this boring debate has 
been raging on for quite some 
time, and I have no desire to re- 
hash it here. 
But regardless of the reasons 
most of us have to ignore these 
slogans, we are justified in doing 
so because of one important fact: 
the "chalk bandit" has given us 
absolutely no reason to stop and 
read his or her words. For all we 
know, he, she or they could be in- 
sane, or on drugs, or 12 years old 
-- hopefully not all three. 
Whatever the case, we have little 
or no inclination to stop and eval- 
uate the ideas of an anonymous 
entity. 
Mike 
^rendling 
Now, often when we do stop to 
evaluate others opinions and 
ideas, they do not merit our scru- 
tiny. Why should we listen to 
Newt Gingrich, or Bill Clinton, or 
Bob down the hall in 113? Yes, 
sometimes our criteria is flawed, 
but with no information regard- 
ing the source of the ideas, even 
the most flawed criteria is inl- 
and university such as Bowling 
Green, this person or group of 
persons could not find a more 
suitable outlet for their ideas 
than temporarily - until the next 
good rain, or an encounter with a 
hose - defacing University build- 
ings and sidewalks. 
It seems to me that this person 
could be much more influential, 
and reach a much wider audi- 
ence.if they simply concentrated 
their efforts into a different me- 
dium. At the very least, they 
would experience much better 
working conditions. 
Compare attempting to write 
legibly with sidewalk chalk at 3 
am. while looking constantly 
over your shoulder with sitting in 
front of a computer screen with a 
glass of your favorite beverage 
at your side. The difference 
should be obvious. 
On one hand, I am not in favor 
of having the University conduct 
unscheduled searches for side- 
walk chalk, forcing the posses- 
sors of such an item to join the 
student government. On the 
other hand, I would like to see the 
thoughts of the sidewalk scrib- 
blers in a more complete fashion. 
Sure, "People who speak of revo- 
lution in terms of music have 
corpses in their mouths" is a nice 
catch phrase, but it hardly repre- 
Is the chalk bandit trying to say "Rock and 
roll is dead" or is it something closer to 
"Beware, the end is near"? 
possible to apply. 
But something disturbs me 
more than an anonymous cynic 
and the people who are ignoring 
him. It is the fact that, in a city 
sents a total ideology, or even a 
total idea. 
What can one possibly glean 
from this? The chalk bandit 
seems to be making a point, but 
there's no way to be sure. Is the 
chalk bandit trying to say "Rock 
and roll is dead" or is it some- 
thing closer to "Beware, the end 
is near?" 
Such incompleteness of 
thought is dangerous. Danger- 
ous, not because the remaining 
pieces of chalk can be hurled at 
passing pedestrians, but because 
it leaves open a great possibility 
of being misunderstood. I would 
tend to think that the chalk ban- 
dit has, over the years, been very 
misunderstood. Why would he or 
she want to perpetuate this cy- 
cle? 
Being misunderstood seems to 
be an epidemic in our sound byte, 
fast food, give-it-to-me-now 
global village. The prevailing at- 
titude of "just give me a general 
idea of what's going on so I can 
form a weak opinion" has seeped 
into all levels of society, in- 
fluencing countless governmen- 
tal decisions and bringing suc- 
cess to at least one portly talk 
radio host. 
Doesn't at least part of college 
involve being exposed to new 
ideas, and being able to construc- 
tively debate on such topics? 
Scrawling a few choice words on 
concrete not only eliminates any 
debate, but also prevents the 
scribbler from accurately repre- 
senting his or her own ideology. 
So, with this in mind, I would 
like to extend an invitation to 
anyone who agrees, disagrees, 
didn't read or could care less 
about this article. Give me a ring, 
my number is in the ever-so- 
helpful "Temporary Telephone 
Directory." I would especially 
like to hear from the chalk ban- 
dit. After all, you not only pro- 
vided the inspiration for this col- 
umn, but also made me 10 
minutes late for English class. 
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Books   being   re- 
cycled 
The University recycling 
program, which has long 
collected cans and papers, 
has now added books to its 
recycling list. 
The recycling program 
now accepts hard and soft 
cover books as well as text- 
books, law books, paper- 
backs, spiral, wire and glue 
bound books. Magazines, 
newsprint and loose office 
paper should not be mixed 
in with the books (these 
items can be recycled sepa- 
rately). 
This addition is expected 
to be helpful to the Univer- 
sity's library facilities, as 
well as help professors who 
are in need of disposing of 
old books. 
Last year the University 
recycling program collect- 
ed 698 tons of materials. It 
hopes to increase that 
amount this year. 
Call 372-8909 for pick-up 
or to find out the location of 
the nearest drop-off. 
Exchange Pro- 
gram coming 
Students who want to get 
away from Bowling Green 
for a while but can't leave 
school would be well ad- 
vised to attend the National 
Student Kxchnnge Program 
meeting this TYiday, Sept. 
15, at 12:00 p.m. in room 
1010 of the Business Admin- 
istration Building. 
Through the NSE pro- 
gram, students are able to 
attend one of over 120 col- 
leges across the United 
States. Students are able to 
take classes and the credit 
transfers back to the Uni- 
versity. 
For more information 
about the meeting, or the 
program itself, contact Sue 
Young, in the Co-Op Office, 
372-2451. 
On-campus mail- 
boxes for under- 
graduates 
Undergraduate students 
living off campus are as- 
signed a mailbox located in 
208 Mosely. These offices 
are maintained by the Of- 
fice of Registration and Re- 
cords. Students with ques- 
tions can contact the office 
at 372-7690. 
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Hurricane    destruction 
continues 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico 
In its rampage through the Car- 
ibbean, Hurricane Luis tore apart 
more than houses, yachts and 
lives. It ripped an island in two. 
As the center of Luis passed 
over Barbuda on Tuesday, it 
churned up 10-foot waves that 
breached a narrow inlet and se- 
vered a small northeast sliver of 
the island, part of the nation of 
Antigua and Barbuda. 
While Barbuda's plight was 
perhaps most dramatic, the 
islands around it also were poun- 
ded by one of the most powerful 
storms of the century. The offi- 
cial death toll stood at 16 on Sat- 
urday, and could rise. 
On St. Martin, the hardest-hit 
island, medical student William 
Jakobleff described how a 40-foot 
wave exploded through a wall of 
windows into the third-floor res- 
taurant of the Great Bay Beach 
Hotel, where 200 guests had tak- 
en refuge. 
"It sounded like the end of the 
world," said Jakobleff, of Yon- 
kers, N.Y. "People were scream- 
ing and praying. We were just 
petrified for our lives." 
Luis was not expected to hit the 
U.S. mainland, but the National 
Weather Service warned of 
heavy surf and coastal flooding 
from Florida to southern New 
England. On Fire Island, east of 
New York City, waves gouged out 
huge stretches of beach, toppling 
a three-story house into the surf. 
The storm accelerated Satur- 
day, and at 11 p.m. EDT was 245 
miles northwest of Bermuda, 
moving northeast at 25 mph with 
maximum sustained winds of 100 
mph. A tropical storm warning 
was posted for Bermuda. 
The Daily Observer newspaper 
on Antigua reported Saturday 
that the coral reef that makes up 
Barbuda was cut into six pieces. 
This could not immediately be 
confirmed. 
The storm wrecked 95 percent 
of the buildings on the island, and 
battered its infant tourist in- 
dustry. All the hotels on Barbuda, 
280 miles east of Puerto Rico, 
were severely damaged. 
The town of Codrington, where 
all of Barbuda's 1,500 residents 
live, was flooded, and sea water 
contaminated the water supply, 
the newspaper reported. 
The island was trying to de- 
velop a tourist industry, especial- 
ly for snorkellers and skin-divers 
attracted to the 60 shipwrecks on 
the reef. 
On Antigua, 65 percent of the 
buildings were destroyed. The 
U.S. Navy and British Royal Ma- 
rines provided generators and 
thousands of gallons of water to 
get the hospital functioning and 
reopen the damaged airport. 
"Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous" host Robin Leach, who 
has a home in Antigua, coordinat- 
ed an aid shipment carrying 
66,000 pounds of relief supplies 
from AmeriCares, based in New 
Canaan, Conn. 
St. Martin, only days ago a pris- 
tine vacation spot for wealthy 
tourists, was a jumble of ripped- 
apart yachts, houseboats and 
shantytowns. 
Telephone and power poles 
toppled by 130-mph winds and 
nine-foot surf were still down. 
Hundreds of yachts and house- 
boats were tossed across piers 
and beaches. Jetties and airports 
were trashed, roads washed away 
and trees uprooted. 
SATURDAY 
TICKET INFORMATION 
PM! 
1995 Sponsors: Barney's, 
Food Town, Kroger, CMo 
lottery, Pepsi-Colo, Wal-Mart. 
Wear your orange 
and come help 
ZAP THE ZIPS! 
Jusl present 
your student ID at 
the gate for admission. 
M $f* m 
Film Developing 
Super Sale! 
Wow! Double Prints 
Sale dates 9/11 -9/25 
* Offer applies to 3 1/2" standard double prints 
or 4" custom sinsle prints.  C-41 process only. 
I 
IfcUttU Stoat 
Student Union Student services 
You may kiss the bride 
Tsal Feng-chun, left, a 29-year-old surgeon and amateur diver, kisses his bride, Lu Hui-chcn, 28, after 
they were married in Taiwan's first underwater wedding located off Taiwan's Orchid Island. 
Firefighters from Holland ar- 
rived Saturday and searched for 
bodies in the flattened shanty- 
towns of galvanized iron and 
plywood where poor Haitians and 
Dominicans lived. 
The Netherlands administers 
the better-developed side of the 
island, called St. Maarten. The 
other side, St. Martin, is French 
territory. 
Dutch authorities closed the 
border Friday and imposed a 
dusk-to-dawn curfew to prevent 
looting. American Airlines began 
flying residents only to the island 
on commercial flights Saturday. 
Officials also turned back char- 
tered helicopters with reporters 
on board, making it impossible to 
confirm the hurricane's toll. Au- 
thorities told some American re- 
porters they were tired of the 
negative publicity. 
Dutch officials conceded Sat- 
urday that many more people 
may have died than indicated by 
the conflicting official death 
tolls. 
"The figure could rise," said 
Jan Meijer, a Dutch government 
spokesman in The Hague, 
Netherlands. 
"We know that a very large 
percentage of the houses are se- 
verely damaged," he said. "We 
are not sure what we will find 
under the mess." 
A U.S. Navy C-130 Hercules 
cargo plane flew tons of relief 
supplies to St. Maarten and car- 
ried out 53 Americans when it re- 
turned to Roosevelt Roads Naval 
Station in Puerto Rico. 
Lt. Cmdr. Ed Barker, a 
Roosevelt Roads spokesman, said 
the American Consulate had ar- 
ranged two commercial flights 
that flew out 400 Americans on 
Saturday. He estimated there 
may have been 1,000 Americans 
stranded there by the hurricane. 
In addition to crushed build- 
ings and ruined crops, Luis also 
could badly hurt the region's cru- 
cial tourist industries. 
WELCOME BACK 
HOMECOMING CREW '95 
Attention Subcommittee Directors: 
It's time to get the ball rolling for the best Homecoming 
Celebration ever! 
In order to make it a success, you need to contact the 
UAO office at 372-2343. Please remember to leave 
your full name and current phone number so we can 
get in touch with you to begin meeting again. 
For those not already involved with the 
Homecoming committee- IT'S NOT TOO LATF! 
First meeting for members will be... 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 19th 
8:30 p.m. 
UAO Office (3rd floor University Union) 
\\ J.IUUX MA, »5 YEARS IN BG! 
I '  
i *\S£x Good Morning, Commuters!* -fggf 
ATTENTION ALL COMMUTERS! Join us each Wednesday morning from 8:00-10:00a.m. in the Bowl 
'N-Greenery for a cup of coffee or lea and a cinnamon roll (while supplies last.) Come meet 
representatives from assorted offices and organizations to learn more about the services available to 
you. Mark these dales on your calendar and plan to attend: 
September 6th Bursar's Office and Financial Aid & Student Employment 
September 13th Offices of Student Life and Multicultural Affairs 
September 20th Campus Police and Recreational Sports 
September 27th Undergraduate Student Government and Graduate Student Senate 
October 4th WBGU-TV and the Counseling Center 
October 11th Student Activities and the Campus Escort Service 
October 18th Vice President for Student Affairs and Academic Enhancement 
October 25th Career Services and Registration & Records 
November 1st Parking & Traffic and the University Activities Organization 
November 8th Student Health Service and Center for Wellness & Prevention 
November 15th Jerome Library and the Frank Ogg Science Library 
'Sponsored by the Hazel H Smith Or/Campus 
Student Center (a division of Student Affairs) and the 
Oft Campus Connection student organization, with 
support from the above offices and organizations. 
- 
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Silent auction 
to raise funds 
for expansion 
Gallery to house mementos 
from Gish actress' lifetime 
Genell Pavelich 
The BG News 
On October 13, a silent auction 
taking place at the University 
will include such mementos as a 
poster from Forrest Gump auto- 
graphed by Tom Hanks and Sally 
Field, a personalized coffee mug 
from Bob Hope and a lock of hair 
from Lily Tomlin. 
The auction is raising money 
for the expansion of the Dorothy 
and Lillian Gish Film Theater 
and Gallery, which was dedicat- 
ed on June 11,1976. 
The theater, which is located in 
llanna Hall, has many momentos 
from the lives of the sisters, said 
Ralph Wolfe, curator of the 
theater and gallery. 
"The gallery houses memora- 
bilia from the legendary film ac- 
tresses' careers and artifacts as- 
sociated with them," he said. 
Director for Planned Giving 
Marica Sloan-Latta said the auc- 
tion is part of a tribute to Wolfe, 
who retired from teaching this 
past year. 
"In lieu of a retirement gift, we 
decided to try to raise funds to 
contribute to the expansion of the 
gallery," she said. 
Wolfe said it is necessary to 
expand the gallery due to the ac- 
quisition of memorabilia Lillian 
Gish left to the University when 
she died in 1993. 
Sloan-Latta  said   the   gallery 
will include books, photographs 
and the gown worn by Gish when 
she received an Academy Award 
for lifetime achievement. 
Wolfe, who came up with the 
idea of the theater and gallery 
dedicated to the Gish sisters, said 
Lillian Gish made her acting de- 
but in Wood County. 
The auction, which will take 
place in the Eva Marie Saint 
theater, was Sloan-Latta's idea to 
recognize everything Wolfe has 
done for the University. 
"Ralph Wolfe has made such a 
tremendous difference to this 
campus," she said. "It was his 
idea to have the Gish Film 
Theater and Gallery here, so 
without him it never would have 
happened." 
Other items to be auctioned in- 
clude autographed photographs 
of Douglas Fairbanks Jr., 
comedy videos from Lily Tomlin, 
an autographed book by Roddy 
McDowell, and an autographed 
biography signed by Lillian Gish 
before she died. 
"This is a varied and unusual 
collection of items from people 
who knew and respected the Gish 
sisters," she said. 
The Gish Film Theater and 
Gallery, which can seat 168 peo- 
ple, shows free movies on 
different nights including inter- 
national films on Mondays and 
classics on Thursdays. 
Sparks Flyin' 
Hidekl Kotuyuhl/The BG New, 
Grad student Bill Millmlre prepares for his exhibit at the Black 
Swamp Arts Festival on Friday afternoon. 
Students linked 
with professors 
through e-mail 
Amanda Pasklel 
The BG News 
Along with their syllabi and of- 
fice hours, many professors han- 
ded out their e-mail addresses at 
the beginning of this semester. 
Many students who registered 
for their BGNet accounts at the 
University are better able to 
communicate with their profes- 
sors out of the classroom through 
e-mail. 
With e-mail, students in large 
classes are able to more 
thoroughly introduce them- 
selves, ask questions and convey 
their opinion on the day's lecture. 
"I think being able to e-mail my 
professors will really help me," 
freshman Molli Manworren said. 
"I have a huge biology class and 
it will give me a chance to ask 
him a question I didn't get a 
chance or forgot to ask in class." 
Marc Simon, assistant profes- 
sor of political science, said that 
in the future he would like a bul- 
letin board service to be availa- 
ble. Students can post their ques- 
tions and voice their thoughts 
about classes. They can also get 
help through other students as 
well as through their professors. 
"I would like to be able to have 
out-of-class discussions [through 
e-mail]," Simon said. "That way 
students could think about the 
readings and possibly want to 
read further into a subject." 
Freshman Sandy Szteiter said 
the e-mail option comes in hand 
for her. 
"I'm kind of shy about speak- 
ing up in class," Szteiter said. "I 
feel more comfortable e-mailing 
my professors because the rest 
of the class isn't there to make 
me feel stupid." 
BGSU presents 
Austrian series 
DON'T CAUSE THE END OF A FRIENDSHIP 
.DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE 
John Wenzel 
The BG News 
The Department of German, 
Russian and East Asian Lan- 
guages will sponsor a series to 
educate the University commu- 
nity about Austrian culture. 
The department is presenting 
"Faces of Austria- The Second 
Republic at Fifty," to comme- 
morate   several   anniversaries. 
1995 marks the anniversary of 
several major events, including 
the end of World War II and the 
beginning of the democratic sec- 
ond republic. 
"Faces of Austria" is "a critical 
celebration of the first 50 years 
of the second republic," said 
Christina Guenther, an organizer 
of the series. 
The series runs from Sept. 5 to 
Nov. 9 
Now $1,817 
. Borrow SM. 
Computer Loan 
Application 
Power Macintosh* 7100/80 w/CD 
8MB RAM/700MB bard drive, 
Power PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive, 
15'color monitor, keyboard and mouse. 
Now $1,234 
Macintosh Perform;* 636 w/CD 
8MB RAM/500MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive, 
15" color monitor, keyboard, mouse and all Ibe 
softwareyoure likely to need. 
Sure, theres more than oneway to get the money you need to buy 
a Macintosh* computer. But none is as painless as this Because 
all you have to do is visit the authorized Apple reseller listed below. 
apply for an .Apple" Computer Loan, and if you qualify, you can 
own a Mac" for a buck or two a day. That J right, for the price 
of a daily lane, you can get a Mac and have money left over for 
software and a printer. US easy. No groveling for funds on the 
phone with the folks is required. There'll be no bail to post after 
robbing the bank. You won't even have to make a payment for 
90 days.' Just call 1-800-Apple-LN to apply, and 
the power of Macintosh could soon 
be yours. The power to be your best" 
3      ^t 
Apple* Now $327 
For further information please visit 
BGSU Computer Sales and Rental 
129 Hayes Hall or call 
Phone: (419) 372-7724 Cotor StyleWriter-2400 
w/CardShop Plug 
mk cartridge and cable included. 
ttmj *"W (■"£*»» irw*/ 
at 
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Black 
Swamp 
'95 
The Black Swamp Arts Festival 
gives all ages the opportunity to 
observe, participate, and enjoy 
the day. 
Kelly Rlgo/The BG Newt 
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Music acts vary at festival Folk musician 
sings his way ** Amy Johnson The BC News 
Jazz, rhythm and blues, pop, 
country and reggae are just a few 
of the types of musical sounds 
that surrounded the downtown 
area this past weekend. 
Music acts 
for the young 
and old began 
Friday evening 
and lasted until 
Sunday even- 
ing. A variety 
of local and 
nationally rec- 
ognized per- 
formers visited 
the 1995 Black 
Swamp Arts Festival, many for 
the first time and others making 
return visits. 
The Kind, a local band, has 
played at the festival for the past 
three years, said Jose Luna, 
congo player for The Kind. 
"We love playing at the festival 
because of the college atmos- 
phere," Luna said. "It's a plus 
that the city has a college campus 
because the students' love and at- 
titude toward our music makes 
us enjoy our music even more." 
The Kind played on the second 
stage Saturday evening along 
with other local bands such as 
Paste. 
"This is the first time our band 
has played at the festival," said 
Iain Ellis, lead singer of Paste. 
"Second stage was rocking. The 
performance was in the open 
with friends of the city surround- 
ing the stage which creates a 
great feeling." 
Bands, ensembles, fiddlers, 
guitarists and other music-ins 
performed individual acts 
throughout the festival. 
The Youth Art Area contained 
performers such as Gemini, a 
musical duet of twin brothers. 
Gemini performed "A Musical 
Celebration for Children and the 
Whole Family" Saturday after- 
noon. The performance encour- 
aged children and adults to join 
in the songs. 
Other youth performances in- 
cluded the Tree House Troupe, 
Tom Gorman and varieties of 
other performers. 
Michael Robert Dearth, an 
acoustic blues-folk vocalist and 
to success 
Kelly RiBomieBGNcv.! 
The duo Gemini entertain a crowd at the Black Swamp Arts Festival 
on Saturday afternoon by singing and storytelling. 
guitarist from Toledo, played 
Saturday evening in the Beer 
Garden. Dearth said performing 
at the festival was great because 
of the attention the audience dis- 
played during his performance. 
"The crowd was built in," 
Dearth said. "There were enough 
people here to dig my music and 
that's what I loved most about 
performing here tonight." 
mjm 
ftcUwU^f Th/foife^ tytf™ 
NOW OPEN LATE! 
' Extended Hours this week 
Open til 2 AM 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Open til 3 AM 
X 
IX 
.VIII 
XII 
XI     Race 
Against Time 
Call between 5 & 7 p.m. to 
get your 14" Large Pizza with 1 
topping and your price will be 
the time you called. 
(If you call at 5:30 pm, 
the cost of your pizza 
is only $5.30!) 
Monday & Tuesday Only 
VII V 
VI 
IVi 
Serving Bowling Green & BGSU 
826 S. Main St. 
Next to Big Lots 
353-7272 
tnunriii 
^    ROUNDS 
Sept. llth - Dec. 4th 
No contest  on  Nov.  20th 
Four people will be chosen during Halftime of Monday Night 
football to see who con eot 50 Medium Wings in 15 minutes' 
Scum**1 Jan. 13th & 14th at 8:30pm ROUNDS 
Qualifiers must eot 70 Medium Wings in 15 minutes to 
advance to the Store final round. 
JTOREFIMAI Jan. 21st at 8:30pm 
To qualify for the Grand Cluck-off. the contestant must eat 
the most wing meat, in weight, in one half hour! 
1st place     S 2 50.00 & entry in Grand (luck-Off 
2nd place   SI50.00 
3rd place  -S 100.00 
Feb. 1 
The Store finofet wl travel to Cincinnati, OH to battle other Store 
finalists from bw-3 Restaurants across the nation for the title of 
Grond Cluck-Off Champion! Winner wl be determiied by eating 
the most wing meat, in weight, in one half hour. 
e (3, omoecin K^mm 
7 Days, 6 Nights, on Norwegian Cruise line (Airfare included) 
Plus $1,000.00 CASHI 
Starts Tonight! 
Dearth has performed at 
BW-3's and Grounds for Thought 
and expects to be back next year. 
Saturday evening perform- 
ances ended with Chubby Carrier 
and the Bayou Swamp Band. Car- 
rier's style is exotic Louisiana 
zydeco, a fast and funky dance 
music provided by accordians, 
percussion and vocals. 
Members of the audience at- 
tended the late night perform- 
ance for different reasons. 
"I needed to get out of my 
place for awhile and I heard 
zydeco was a lot of fun," said Ju- 
lia Reimer, a Theatre 141 in- 
structor. "I think the festival is 
an interesting community type of 
viewing." 
"I read about him [Chubby 
Carrier] and wanted to hear for 
myself," said Jimmy Flot- 
temesch, a junior finance major. 
"They sound great. I'm really 
impressed." 
Smith 
Dawn Keller 
The BC News 
At 48, Michael Smith did what 
most musicians only dream of. 
He made it big - "An overnight 
success," according to The New 
York Times. 
However, 
Smith said de- 
scriptions like 
' 'ove might 
sensation" 
don't mean 
anything. 
"It's kind of 
funny ... I get 
up every day, 
and hope my 
body    works, 
and hope I get to write a song," 
he added. 
Smith sings all of his own songs 
because "it's easier to remember 
my own lyrics." 
The singer said the only reason 
he performs is because he loves 
folk music and listened to it even 
as a young child. 
"I've been playing and singing 
for 35 years," Smith said. "It's 
fun for me. 
"I wanted to do it more than 
anything else in the world," he 
added. "If you really want to 
[make it], you'll find a way." 
Only a few years ago, Smith 
held a job not related to music. 
Then he wrote music for a stage 
adaptation of John Steinbeck's 
"The Grapes of Wrath," which 
won Tony awards for best play 
and best director. 
The play kept him busy for 
four years before he had the 
chance to pursue his career - 
s starting with a one-man show in 
Chicago. 
Smith wrote for other musi- 
cians, but was excited to have the 
chance to sing his own songs. 
"I get to do songs exactly the 
way I saw them," he said in an 
interview at the Folk and Blue- 
grass Festival. "I'm very much 
like an architect. I'm giving you a 
very precise drawing of how this 
rune goes ... I think of my singing 
and playing as an attempt to 
show how the song goes." 
His most-recorded songs: "The 
Dutchman," "Spoon River," "El- 
vis Imitator" and "The Last Days 
of Pompeii" have caused many to 
call Smith the best songwriter in 
the English Language, according 
to Urban Campfires Magazine. 
Smith said The Beatles are the 
only band that has influenced 
him. 
"You may not be able to tell 
from all of my songs, but they 
are the only band I listen to," he 
said. 
His favorite song is always his 
newest release, ("Whatever it 
May Be") but he said there isn't 
one that has more meaning than 
any other. 
"It's kind of asking someone 
which child is their favorite -- 
you just can't pick one," he 
said. 
However, Smith does laugh at 
his songs during his concerts. 
'"[Panther in Michigan]' is a 
about a story in The Chicago Tri- 
bune," he said. "That's why it 
doesn't rhyme." 
Unlicensed riders account for 80% 
of the fatalities in some states. 
So get your motorcycle operator 
' license today. And prove 
that you are a better rider.x 
MOTORCrCLE SAFETY FOUNDJTION 
Want to write for BGSU's 
Greek publication? 
The Govcl needs writers, photographers, and 
advertising sales staff members and uic are 
looking for creative people with a will to work. 
Please call co-editors Jamie Schwabcrow at 
352-9384 and/or Lisa Brewer at 353-8422 
for more information. 
Those interested in advertising sales may also 
apply directly to Student Publications 
Advertising Manager Colleen Markwood. 
372-2606. 
Welcome 
Back... 
Now Go 
Away!  ■ 
London $329 
Paris $299 Frankfurt $299 
Madrid $309 Tokyo $459 
Rome $379 
Farti t't eacri way from Cnarvm Onto on round 
trtppurmaw. wstneuorri apply, u«rt not rei jo*u 
•ncffarei subject to dunce antvor avalobtlify 
UlltodMy to* other wortJmcHant.rvUonM 
1-800-2-COUNCIL (1-800-226-8624) 
Call today for a FREE 
Student travels magazine! 
LATINO STUDENT UNION 
INVITES INTERESTED STUDENTS to the 
FIRST organizational meeting on 
September 13th from 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
(2nd Floor lounge Saddlemire Student Services Building). 
Refreshments Provided!!! 
We are looking for enthusiastic members who are 
willing to assist in the planning of the upcoming 
Hispanic Heritage month and other 
events throughout the year. 
LOS> eSJPERAMOSJ!!! 
Questions Call 372-2642 
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Festival impresses 
with diverse arts 
Weekend fun for all 
Volunteers help make Black Swamp 'best yet' 
Jim Barker 
The BG News 
This year's Black Swamp Arts 
Festival offered a diverse array 
of artistic creations, making a 
trip to the festival a worthwhile 
one for those with a soft spot for 
crafts and 
handmade 
goods. 
Patrons of 
the festival 
were treated to 
both juried and 
non-juried 
selections in- 
cluding paint- 
ings, pottery, 
blown    glass 
and jewelry. Juried art submis- 
sions underwent evaluation from 
a panel of expert judges, and the 
winners given prize ribbons. 
Some artists were impressive 
enough to merit purchase awards 
from the festival jury. 
A purchase award usually 
means an artist is guaranteed an 
advanced sale from festival or- 
ganizers. This ensures winning 
artists of a profit as well as a 
chance to show off the purchase 
award distinction. 
Non-juried artists submitted 
fees in order to reserve booths in 
which to display their wares. 
Amongst the non-juried crafts 
was a booth run by the Universi- 
ty's glass blowing department, a 
student-run display which fun- 
nels its sales money back into the 
glass blowing program. 
Paul Boesch, a biolo- 
gy/pre-med major minoring in 
art, worked at the glass blowers' 
booth Saturday. 
"All the glass students donated 
all this stuff, and then all the 
money raised will go back to the 
department," Boesch said. "It's 
to keep the materials fee down as 
Carolyn Ruegg 
The BG News 
The hard work put out by the 
volunteers for the third annual 
Black Swamp Festival paid off 
this year. 
With an estimated crowd of 
20,000   people, 
"this year's 
festival has 
been the best 
yet," said Kelly 
Wicks, a vol- 
unteer for the 
performing 
arts commit- 
tee. 
Wicks    said 
the music this 
year   was   good 
reasons. 
"It was a combination of the 
diversity of acts, more promotion 
BLACK 
SWAMP 
AOTS FESTIVAL 
for   several 
and the fact that it was the fes- 
tival's third year," he said. 
The most popular music event 
of the weekend was Friday night 
when singer Chubby Carrier took 
the stage. 
"Everyone at the festival 
seemed to enjoy listening to 
him," he said. 
Overall, Wicks said that the 
festival ran smoothly with only 
minor adjustment to be made in 
the future. 
Wicks also said the organiza- 
tion is always looking for new 
music submissions from any type 
of group and hopes that there will 
be more next year. However, 
Wicks said that is just detail 
work which can always be im- 
proved. 
"It ran like clockwork all 
weekend long," Wicks said. 
The large crowds weren't the 
only ones who enjoyed the fes- 
tival. Those who helped put on 
the festival had fun as well. 
Kelly Fletcher, a volunteer for 
the Youth Art committee, was 
glad she got involved with the 
organization. 
"It was a good experience for 
me," she said. "I enjoyed it a lot." 
Fletcher volunteered for five 
hours at the festival in her first 
year with the organization. 
Lynn Goza, another volunteer 
for'Youth Art, said this year's 
festival was very successful be- 
cause of the dedication of the 
volunteers. 
"Myself and this committee 
put together the stands for the 
Youth Art displays," she said. 
"We had wonderful success 
thanks to the people who helped 
us." 
Kelly Rlgo/Thc BC News 
Paul Beel paints at his exhibit Saturday afternoon at the Black Swamp 
Arts Festival. 
low as we can, to maintain the 
equipment and maybe even bring 
in other glass workers to do 
demos." 
Boesch also said the booth was 
enjoying a successful year. 
"We've been here quite a while, 
probably close to 15 years. We're 
See ARTISTS, page eight. 
• 3-D • COMPUTER FRACTALS • OpArt • MOVIE POSTERS • FINE ART • ROCK POSTERS- MODERN & ABSTRACT • MATISSE • HUMOR • TRAVEL • 
! BACK TO SCHOOL POSTER SALE I 
Most Images Only $6, $7 and $8 
AIDS IN THE REAL WORLD 
Sean Sasser 
of Mtv's Real World 
Tuesday, Sept. 12th 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
8:00 p.m. 
mftti 
Mon Sept 
Sponsor 
L'AO 
Dale: 
11 thru Fri Sept 15 
Time 
10 A.M.-6 P.M. 
Place 
University Union - 2nd Floor 
Grand Ballroom 
Biggest & 
Best Selection 
ONIWS • NniSNR • 30MNOW NA1FHVW • STVMOTd • DlSflW • 3UIUVN • H3HDS3 DW • OSSVDId • TT3MM30H • SWVOV T3SNV • tTVO • TOHHVrVl • 
M     ATTENTION! '4\m 
The Obsidian news publication 
has openings for 
* the following positions: 
* creative people (needed most) 
* advertising sales representatives 
* contributing writers 
* office secretary 
* photographers 
* cartoonists 
* writers 
If you think you can fill any of these 
positions, or want to contribute In any way 
to The Obsidian, call Safceenah at 378-3627; 
or Craifj 
Surprise your folks. 
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny 
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A,   ev.ve 
with Vivarin-. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups ofwff*. 
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it. **■ 
01995 3§3Co"funw H^ttht-t 
Use only as directed 
Revive with Vivarin', 
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Old street signs revisited 
Oktoberf est reminds Cincinnati of German origins 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Charles 
Relfsteck was just a kid growing 
up in suburban Reading during 
World War I, so he doesn't re- 
member much about that time. 
But he does recall the day 
when his teachers led the pupils 
outside the grade school and lit a 
bonfire. 
"They marched us all out In the 
yard and bumed German news- 
papers and books, and everybody 
shouted," said Reifsteck, now 85. 
Germans were among the ear- 
liest settlers of Cincinnati, 
founded in 1788. Today, nearly 
half of the area's population is of 
German descent, and the city has 
one of the largest Oktoberfest 
celebrations outside Munich. 
But the city's German heritage 
became a sore point when the 
United States entered WWI. 
Burning German books was just 
one way that American cities 
tried to downplay their Teutonic 
past. 
Many businesses and individu- 
als dropped their German names 
in favor of American-sounding 
ones. And in 1918, Cincinnati's 
City Council passed an ordinance 
that renamed German-sounding 
street names. 
Bremen Street, named after 
the port from which many Ger- 
mans had sailed for America, be- 
came Republic Street. Humboldt 
Avenue turned into Taft Road. 
And Berlin Street was rech- 
ristened Woodrow Street. 
Now, plans are in the works to 
recognize those long-forgotten 
street names. 
The Public Works Department 
has recommended that signs list- 
ing the former German names of 
12 streets be installed under the 
signs bearing the street's current 
names. 
City Council is to vote on the 
plan Wednesday, during the 
weeklong Oktoberfest. 
"This really puts all of the anti- 
German feelings from, the war 
period to rest," said Don Hein- 
rich Tolzmann, president of the 
German-American Citizens 
League of Greater Cincinnati, 
which is celebrating its 100th an- 
niversary. 
"It really took a long time for 
these anti-German feelings to 
subside," said Tolzmann, whose 
group represents 14 local Ger- 
man-American societies with a 
total of 10,000 members. 
"It's only since the 1970s that 
there has been a revival of public 
interest and pride in things Ger- 
man." 
If the plan is approved, it will 
take up to two months to make all 
the signs and post them on the 
streets. 
AP Photo 
Ren Meyer, chairman of the Cincinnati Public Works Department's 
committee of names, holds an example of what new German street 
signs would look like outside City Hall on Thursday. 
Accepted at 
more Schools 
than you were 
Incentive plan 
prizes scholars 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Future scientists should be given the same in- 
centives as future college athletes, said former Gov. James A. 
Rhodes. 
Rhodes has proposed a $120,000 scholarship program for stu- 
dents pursuing careers in science and mathematics at colleges 
and universities in Ohio. 
"We should begin with the identification of the top 600 high 
school students this next budget biennium and go after them as 
vigorously as we recruit the most talented athletes," Rhodes 
said. 
Rhodes said he had discussed the plan with The Ohio State 
University officials. 
"I think this could kick off by the first of the year," Rhodes 
said. 
Each undergraduate scholarship would be worth $30,000 an- 
nually - $15,000 a year while the student is in school with an- 
other $15,000 annually put in a trust for those who stay in Ohio 
after graduation. 
ARTISTS 
Continued from page seven. 
doing pretty good today, very 
well," he said. 
Across the Main Street inter- 
section, juried artists were doing 
equally well. Yvonne Hughson of 
Columbus said this was the first 
year she had submitted work to 
the festival. 
Hughson's booth, Dolls by 
Yvonne, was a menagerie of in- 
tricately constructed hand-made 
dolls, varying in style from fair- 
ies and witches to Santa Claus 
and clowns. 
Hughson said she has been 
making dolls ever since she was a 
little girl. 
"I've  been  making  dolls  for 
about 10 years now, and dolls [for 
sale] for about four years now," 
Hughson said. "I went to the 
Columbus College of Art and De- 
sign for illustration, and we had a 
three-dimensional illustration 
class where we had to make dolls. 
And that's what kind of peaked 
my interest." 
College art experience was 
prevalent among this year's fes- 
tival entrants. Deborah Murney- 
Melroy of Black Cat Clay Works 
in Sycamore, Ohio, said her busi- 
ness started off as a cheaper 
alternative to one of her previous 
hobbies. 
"I went to Northern Illinois 
University, started out as an art 
education    major," she said. 
great scores... 
great skills... 
Kaplan students get the most 
complete test preparation materials 
available including computer-analyzed 
practice tests, home-study materials, 
books, software, and a training library. 
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced 
teachers who really care. 
Kaplan helps you focus your 
GRE studies and build your 
confidence so you can gel a 
higher score. 
1 -800-KAP-TEST 
get a higher score 
KAPLAN 
VISA 
jiik. 
VPLUS 
It's every***** 
-you -want to be. 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER PRESENTS... 
WEUAWARE WEEK 
September 11-15,1995 
any time between 11:30 -1:00 pm 
SRC Main Entrance 
MUSCLE MONDAY 
September 11 
Find out how strong you are! Two muscle 
strength/endurance tests will be administered. 
TRIM TUESDAY 
September 12 
Scales won't give you the whole picture! 
Body composition analysis 
HEALTHY HEART WEDNESDAY 
September 13 
Find out about your blood pressure and 
cholesterol readings and learn what you 
can do to help them 
DAY 
STRESS RELIEF THURSDAY 
September 14 
Feeling stressed?!? Come and learn 
techniques to relieve your stress. 
FLEXIBLE FRIDAY 
September 15 
How flexible are you? Come and find out 
on Flexible Friday. 
For more Information call 372-2712 
e VI*. U.S.A. Inc. 1995 
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Sampras outlasts 
Agassi in Openfinal 
Steve Wilsteln 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Knuckles bleed- 
ing, aces knifing through the 
whipping wind, Pete Sampras 
outlasted Andre Agassi to cap- 
ture a third U.S. Open title Sun- 
day and gain the No. 1 ranking in 
the esteem of his greatest rival, 
if not the rankings themselves. 
Sampras spilled blood diving 
for a volley, rocked Agassi with 
24 aces, and when they engaged 
in the most crucial baseline ral- 
lies beat the defending champion 
at his own game to win 6-4, 6-3, 
4-6, 7-5, two months after taking 
his third straight Wimbledon. 
Right down to the end, when 
Sampras served his 142nd ace of 
the tournament at 120 mph, he 
put on brilliant show of his 
power, control and resilience 
under pressure that he dedicated 
to his absent and ailing coach, 
Tim Gullikson. 
"That's for you, Timmy," Sam- 
pras said to the television 
camera, knowing Gullikson was 
watching back home in suburban 
Chicago. "Wish you were here." 
One point, a magnificent rally 
of 22 shots that sent them both 
scurrying from side to side, 
made all the difference in the 
first set and, ultimately, the 
match. 
A backhand crosscourt by 
Sampras ended that rally, broke 
Agassi and closed out a set in 
which Agassi had yielded only 
two points in his first four ser- 
vice games. 
It was a game that showed both 
the best of Sampras and the 
worst of Agassi, with a little luck 
thrown in. Sampras reached his 
first break point with a forehand 
return that clipped the net cord 
and trickled over out of Agassi's 
reach. Agassi's service winner 
brought it back to deuce, but he 
went to break-point again when 
he clubbed an easy overhead 10 
feet long. 
Agassi thought he'd even it up 
again when he got Sampras run- 
ning desperately in a baseline 
duel. Instead, it was Sampras 
who put away that last shot of the 
longest rally, and Agassi who 
could only stare at it and hang his 
head. 
Agassi, who came in with a 
26-match winning streak, scram- 
bled back in the third set, capi- 
talizing on Sampras' suddenly 
more erratic serves and breaking 
him for the first time in the third 
game. When Agassi broke Sam- 
pras again to close the set, it 
seemed for a few moments that 
he might finally wear him down, 
push him all the way to a fifth 
and raise this final to the level of 
the hype that preceded it. 
"I thought I'd sneak my way 
into the fifth," Agassi said, "and 
roll the dice a little bit. But it 
didn't happen." 
This match, for all of their fine 
rallies and all of Sampras' aces, 
never quite lived up to its poten- 
tial. 
The swirling wind on a cool 
afternoon made it harder for 
Agassi, who counts on the timing 
of his groundstrokes. For Sam- 
pras, his serves cut right through 
the wind, and his volleys reduced 
the chances of the wind tossing 
his shots around. 
Sampras bunched his aces, 
dealing out three in one game in 
the second set, four in the sixth 
game of the fourth set. He had 
aces on three of his last five 
serves. 
Agassi blamed his own weari- 
ness as much as the wind for the 
loss, though he gave Sampras full 
credit. 
"It's been a long summer," 
Agassi said. "I had a couple of 
days off after Boris, which 
helped me. In the first set, I felt 
my legs.... It was way too early in 
the match to feel that way. I was 
lacking a little strength. I guess 
you could say I didn't have pep in 
my step. 
"It was tough conditions today. 
It didn't lend itself to great ten- 
nis. You couldn't do enough with 
the ball. I didn't come near his 
serve in that fourth set. The 
problem is I didn't make him feel 
the pressure." 
The official rankings mean 
little to either of them. What 
counts most are Grand Slam ti- 
tles, and this year Sampras has 
the two biggest and Agassi only 
the one he grabbed back in Jan- 
uary at the Australian Open. 
"Come December 31st, he'll 
feel better about the year than I 
will," Agassi said. "On the other 
hand, I'd play him for a hundred 
bucks right now." 
They played this one for much 
more - $575,000 for the winner, 
half that for the runner-up. 
"It means a lot to have been out 
there to try to defend it," Agassi 
said, "but it hurts not to win it." 
Agassi will remain No. 1 for the 
moment, Sampras No. 2, though 
that could change by year's end. 
Agassi has held the top ranking 
since April 10. 
Agassi brought the longest 
match-winning streak into the 
Open final since Bjorn Borg won 
39 matches going into the 1978 
final against Jimmy Connors. 
Borg, too, lost, falling to Connors 
6-4,6-2,6-2. 
Henry shakes off opening game 
AP phoIo/L. G. Pallcrson 
Missouri running back Brock Olivo pushes past teammate Jay Mur chinson who blocks Bowling Green's Tony Everhart. 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
COLUMBIA, Mo. -- Ryan 
Henry stayed cool. 
In the first 90 minutes of the 
season, Henry's offense com- 
mitted 10 turnovers, or about 
one every nine minutes. 
And the 3rd-year Falcon 
quarterback was personally 
responsible for nine of those 
miscues. 
Not a problem. 
"It doesn't bother me," 
Henry said. "I could throw 35 
interceptions, and if we still 
win the game, I'm happy." 
Win is exactly what the Fal- 
cons did - and in historic fash- 
ion. And a lot of the credit goes 
to the Falcon offense and its 
much-maligned quarterback. 
Henry threw two touchdown 
passes in the third quarter to 
lead Bowling Green to a 17-10 
upset win over Missouri on 
Saturday. 
"We were just off in the first 
half," said Henry, who threw 
two picks in the first two quar- 
ters as the Falcons were held 
scoreless. "We had a lot of op- 
portunities where we were 
close but we didn't capitalize. 
"We calmed down at half- 
time. The second half we were 
able to come out and hit those 
ones we had been a little off 
on." 
Henry's    final    numbers: 
24-of-38 for 170 yards, two 
touchdowns and three inter- 
cept ions. 
"It was a huge win," Henry 
siid. "It's an even bigger win 
when you put it in perspective 
that we came off a bad per- 
formance last week." 
It was just a week ago when 
the Falcons were losing at 
home to unheralded Ix>uisiana 
Tech and Henry was throwing 
up six interceptions - and 
20.000 boo-birds were letting 
him know about it. 
"We knew we could 
on the field with this 
team and compete." 
Ryan Henry 
Bowling Green quarterback 
"It was difficult all week 
dealing with the outside skep- 
ticism," Henry said. "But we 
got closer [as a team] this week 
than we've been in a while. 
"We rallied around each 
other. We came out today and it 
was a great opportunity to 
prove to everyone that we are a 
heck of a lot better than we 
were a week ago." 
The scene at the end of the 
g.'ime on the Bowling Green 
sidelines showed that. There 
were hugs and cheers all 
around as the Falcons turned 
last week's loss - the darkest 
etch in coach Gary Blackney's 
tenure here - into one of the 
great victories in school histo- 
ry. 
It's been quite a turnaround. 
"I think the difference was 
practice this week," said line- 
backer Jason Woullard. "I was 
just telling the guys that we 
won this game on Sunday, 
Monday and Tuesday when 
were out on the practice field." 
"We don't get a lot of recog- 
nition [outside our confer- 
ence]," Blackney said. "Hope- 
fully now people will realize 
how good we can be." 
"Never did we doubt our- 
selves," Henry said after the 
Falcons were shut out in the 
first half. "It wasn't one of 
those things like, 'Oh boy, here 
we go again.' We did the right 
things, but it just didn't click. 
"We knew we could be on the 
field with this team and com- 
pete." 
Compete, they did. Henry 
threw the two touchdowns in 
the second half that proved to 
be the difference. 
The first, a one-yarder to a 
leaping Trevor Stover in the 
third quarter, started a string 
in which the Falcon quarter- 
back completed 10 passes in a 
row. 
It wasn't 35 interceptions, 
but Henry will take the win, 
and, for the first time so far in 
this '95 season, be able to relax. 
BOWLING GREEN 17 
 MISSOURI 10  
Score by Quarters: 
B. GREEN 0    0   14     3    -   17 
MISSOURI 3     7    0    0   -   10 
SCORING SUMMARY 
First Quarter 
MO - Noms 31 -yard field goal; MO 3-0 
Second Quarter 
MO ■ 01i\ 0 29-yard run. Noms kick. MO 
10-0 
Third Quarter 
BG - Stover I-yard pass from Henry. 
Schorejs kick; MO 10-7 
BG - Starks 2-yard pass from Henry. 
Schorejs kick; BG 14-10 
Fourth Quarter 
BG - Schorejs 41 -yard field goal 
TEAM STATISTICS 
BG MO 
First Downs 19 13 
Rushing 6 5 
Passing 10 8 
Penalty 3 0 
Rushes-Yards 38-108     37-177 
Passes Comp-All 24-38       14-31 
Passing Yards 170 155 
Turnovers 4 3 
Penalties-Yards 3-28        8-85 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
Rushing 
(BGl - Parker 3-30, Davis 12-27. Cales 
12-21. Alexander 5-11, Henry S-ll 
Card 1-8. (MOl - Olivo 14-70. Corso 
6-44. Blackwell 7-33. West 6-1 •> 
Williams 4-15. 
Passing 
(BG) - Henry 24-38-170-2-3. (MO) 
Corso 9-20-111 -0-0. Alvarado 5-11- 
44-0-0. 
Receiving 
(BG) Stover 7-50. Card 6-31, Starks 5- 
41. Davis 3-24. Thompson 1-13. 
Banks 1-6, Parker 1-5. (MO) - 
Lingerfelt 3-77. Olivo 3-14. Shepherd 
2-26. Williams 2-14. Faust 1-11. 
Murchison 1-8. lanes 1-4. West |.|, 
Thirty-year celebration 
ends with Falcon victory 
Pal Murphy 
The BG News 
It was 1965 when Bowling 
Green collected its first varsity 
and home win in soccer history 
over Kenyon, 6-0. Thirty years 
and 2S2 wins later BG comme- 
morated the day with a 3-0 win 
over Xavier. 
Sophomore Jason Began, the 
only Mid-American Conference 
Newcomer of the Year in school 
history, broke a scoreless game 
with a goal at 73:46 from Jason 
Follebout and Tony Dore. After a 
foul by Musketeer Jeremy Fultz, 
Dore crossed the ball to Folle- 
bout who got off a weak shot on 
Xavier goalie Greg Kleiman. The 
rebound came right to Began 
who ripped it past a diving Klei- 
man. 
"Follebout got the ball and I 
wasn't sure if he was shooting or 
passing," Began said. "It was a 
great touch if he was passing the 
ball and I just wound up right 
there. They might have had some 
bad marking on the play so I was 
left wide open." 
BG, now 343, slowly exploited 
Xavier's poor man-to-man defen- 
sive zone coverage. They outshot 
Xavier in the first half but were 
unable to score with a shot by 
Began ringing the crossbar and a 
Joe Burch shot riding along the 
goaline. 
"They [Xavier] try to force you 
to exploit their weakness,"said 
BG head coach Mel Mahler. 
"They only keep three players 
back on defense and basically 
they're challenging you to attack 
that. They live and die by the 
sword." 
"They [Xavier] try to 
force you to exploit 
their weakness. They 
only keep three 
players back on 
defense and basically 
challenge you to 
attack them." 
Mel Mahler 
Bowling Green head soccer coach 
Xavier lived by the sword in 
the first half but BG jabbed con- 
tinuously at the Musketeers skin. 
"We had some great chances 
early on," Mahler said. "When 
you miss some chances you kind 
of force the play a little more and 
the next miss is more magnified 
than the previous one." 
Began felt that the Falcon's 
experience eased the frustration 
of not being able to score. 
"When we miss one now we 
just want another chance really 
bad to prove to ourselves that we 
can do it again," Began said. 
Began's goal, his third of the 
season, ignited the Falcon attack. 
Ten minutes later Steve Klein 
and Burch,   last   season's 
lethal duo, hooked up for the first 
time this year. 
Klein, who tied the BG All- 
Time single season assist record 
last year, took a pass from Dave 
Michels down the right wing. He 
crossed the ball to Burch, who 
scored 13 goals last year, and he 
chested the ball into the net at 
83:40 to give BG a 2-0 lead. 
"I felt that if we got one we 
would get two or three quite 
quickly after that," Mahler said. 
The Brown and Orange's final 
goal came from backer Peter 
Kolp who scored from Klein and 
Jon   Giganti.   The  three  goals 
The BC Ncw^Jon Rashoch 
A Bowling Green soccer player challenges Xavier goalkeeper Greg Kleiman. BG beat Xavier 3-0 and 
improved their record to 3-0 on the season. The Falcons scored three second half goals as Steve Klein 
assisted on two of them. 
were more than enough for 
freshman goalkeeper Scott Val- 
low. Vallow, making his home 
debut, stopped all three shots 
that he faced to earn his second 
shutout in three games. 
"Scott again was just solid 
nothing spectacular," Mahler 
said. "He wasn't really tested at 
' 
any point in time. He wasn't 
spectacular and he wasn't below 
par he just did the job." 
Sunday's game concluded the 
BGSU soccer alumni weekend. 
There was an alumni game Sat- 
urday and Sunday marked the 
first time a game was played 
with   the   new   renovations   to 
■ 
Mickey Cochrane Field. Also, a 
moment of silence was hell be- 
fore Sunday's game for former 
Falcon coach Gary Palmisano 
who died last December. 
"It was an absolutely fantastic 
weekend," Mahler said. "The 
whole theme of our weekend was 
celebrating the entire Bowling 
Green soccer family." 
I 
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Losi leads the way 
for cross country 
Sink 
BG iporls depart mcnl/fllc photo 
Tracey Losi in (he lead at the Marshall meet followed by Kristin Gad- 
dis of Bowling Green and Ann-Marie Hynes or Rio Grande. 
[Rpwsms POUR 
% 
'16 FLAVORS ON TAP 
Monday Night Football 
25c HotDogs & Food Specials 
Drink Specials     Monday Sept. 1 i'n 
Greenbay 
vs 
135 N. Main 353-6912 Chicago 
Steve Wlldman 
The BC News 
Saturday Tracey Losi showed 
why she is the defending Mid- 
American Conference champion 
in women's cross country by 
winning the Marshall Invita- 
tional with a 
time of 18:02. 
The team cap- 
tain lead Bowl- 
ing Green to 
victory over 
Ohio Universi- 
ty, Marshall 
University, Rio 
Grande Uni- 
versity and 
Kentucky at 
Huntington, W.Va. 
This win was a special one for 
head coach Steve Price. Every 
cross country coach in the MAC 
picked Ohio University to be the 
best team and the one to win the 
conference. Only one coach 
picked BG: Steve Price. "This 
was the first time that we have 
beat Ohio University. This vic- 
tory shows that we can compete 
with the best and win. This is the 
best team meet that have I have 
been part of in a long time," 
Price said. 
Losi's performance stood out, 
but team running was the main 
reason for the victory at Mar- 
shall. "We ran great as a team, 
five of the first eight runners 
were from Bowling Green. 
Tracey lead and the team fol- 
lowed," Price said. 
Senior Kristin Gaddis finished 
third with a time of 18:13. Senior 
Suzanne Isco finished fifth with a 
time 18:19. Junior Renee Strayer 
finished sixth with a time of 18:36 
and Sophmore Missy Lyne's time 
of 19:04 gave her a eighth place 
finish. 
Bowling Green won the meet 
without the help of Junior Laura 
Hall, and Sophmore Christin La- 
croix. Both runners are coming 
back from injury and the course 
was far from ideal. 
"This was the most rugged 
course 1 have ever seen. My run- 
ners had to run on sand, over 
gravel, and up and down several 
hills," Price said. 
Bowling Green's men's cross 
country team was not able to 
overcome MAC rival and meet 
winner, Ohio University. The 
Falcons took second while Rio 
Grande University took third. 
The University of Kentucky fin- 
ished forth and host Marshall 
University took fifth. 
A disappointed Sid Sink, Men's 
coach, said that the loss to Ohio 
University sent a message to his 
team. 
"This meet has sent a wake-up 
call to my team. We are going to 
have to run more aggressively as 
a team if we expect to beat Ohio 
University." 
The conditions of the course 
were not the greatest but they 
were not the major contributor to 
BG's loss. 
"It's hard to be aggressive on a 
course with treacherous footing 
because your runners are trying 
to avoid injuries. But every run- 
ner had the same conditions so 
that is no excuse for the loss," 
Sink said. 
Bowling Green did see some 
bright spots in the performances 
of Alan Boos, Tim Arndt and Dan 
Flaute. 
Boos came in third with a time 
of 26:19. Arndt came in fifth with 
a time of 26:24, and Flaute's time 
of 26:43 gave him a eleventh 
place finish. 
A second place finish has not 
sent a foreboding message to 
Sink who is positive about the 
rest of the season. 
"If you have to have a bad meet 
you want it in the beginning of 
the season. It gives your team a 
chance to see problems, solve 
them and head in the right direc- 
tion," Sink said. 
However, Bowling Green has 
not handed the MAC title to Ohio 
Univesity. Bowling Green will 
see OU again at the All-Ohio 
Championships on Oct. 10. 
Steelers survive 
injuries for win 
Mlcheal A. Lutz 
The Associated Press 
HOUSTON - The Pittsburgh 
Steelers didn't need to be at 
full strength to beat the Hous- 
ton Oilers. 
With Rod Woodson and Neil 
O'Donnell sidelined by injur- 
ies, Andre Hastings returned 
the game's first punt 72 yards 
for a touchdown and Mike 
Tomczak, subbing for the in- 
jured O'Donnell, directed the 
Steelers to a 34-17 victory on 
Sunday, benefiting from blun- 
ders by the Oilers offense. 
Hastings' return helped 
Pittsburgh (2-0) take a 17-3 
first half lead and the Steelers 
made it 24-3 in the third quar- 
ter on Erric Pegram's 22-yard 
run with 2:51 elapsed. 
"I got a couple of big blocks 
to spring me down the side- 
lines," Hastings said. "That 
set the tempo, we look at a 
punt return like that as the 
first play for the offense. All 
the guys have been blocking 
well for me and they made a 
few blocks to spring me 
around the corner." 
The Oilers (1-1) struck in the 
third quarter on a 1-yard run 
by Chris Chandler, who faked 
a handoff and rolled left un- 
touched into the end zone with 
10:53 elapsed. 
But it was too late. The 
Steeler defense made plenty 
of errors of its own but never 
let the Oilers break out. Chan- 
dler threw two interceptions, 
one a 32-yard touchdown re- 
turn by Carnell Lake, and was 
sacked four times for 38 yards 
in losses. Chad Brown got 
three of the sacks. 
"We just hurt ourselves to- 
day," Oilers coach Jeff Fisher 
said. "When you play a team 
that's played together like the 
Steelers for years, you can't 
make mistakes like we did." 
Pass interference penalties 
by   Deon  Figures  and  Lake 
twice gave the Oilers first 
downs at the Pittsburgh 1 but 
it still took eight plays for 
Chandler to score from the 
Steeler 3. 
Lake made up for his pen- 
alty with a 32-yard intercep- 
tion return with 9:58 elapsed 
in the fourth quarter and 
Norm Johnson added a 
40-yard field goal with 17 sec- 
onds left in the game. 
Pittsburgh's defense played 
well without cornerback 
Woodson, out for the season 
with a knee injury. 
Tomczak filled in for O'- 
Donnell, out with a broken 
finger on his passing hand and 
completed 13 of 24 passes for 
123 yards, including a 15-yard 
first quarter touchdown pass 
to Mark Bruener, and didn't 
suffer a sack. Johnson added a 
43-yard field goal in the sec- 
ond quarter. 
"That's my job, I'm a work- 
manlike kind of guy," Tomc- 
zak said. "My job is to keep 
this train rolling. I was very 
optimistic coming into the 
game and you'd like to get off 
to a quick start." 
Chandler, playing despite a 
painful left shoulder bruise, 
completed 15 of 30 passes for 
176 yards. 
"I couldn't throw like I 
wanted to, I couldn't move 
around," Chandler said. "It's 
just frustrating that some- 
thing like that happened ini- 
tially. Hopefully, I'll get a 
week when I don't get beat up 
and I'll be fine. When I went to 
throw, I couldn't." 
The Steelers took quick con- 
trol of the first half after 
Hastings got the Steelers off 
to an electrifying start with, 
his 72-yard punt return with 
only 1:11 elapsed in the game. 
Hastings fielded the ball, 
ran to the left sideline and 
snaked his way through a hole 
DON'T be 
camera 
shy... 
Senior portraits begin today 
Schedule your appointment now 
by calling Carl Wolf Studio at 1-800-969-1338. 
Photos will be taken in the KEY office, 28 West Hall, 
M-F, 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2 p.m.- 6 p.m. 
\ 
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Browns ease by Buccaneers 
Chuck Melvin 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND -- Vinny Tes- 
taverde rarely had it this easy in 
Tampa Bay. 
Facing his former team for the 
first time in a regular-season 
game, Testaverde passed for 256 
yards and two touchdowns Sun- 
day as the Cleveland Browns 
beat the Buccaneers 22-6. 
The Browns (1-1) built a 19-0 
halftime lead when Testaverde 
connected with Keenan McCar- 
dell for two touchdowns in the 
final 74 seconds of the half. 
McCardell caught a 6-yard 
scoring pass with 1:14 left in the 
second quarter, and after the 
Cleveland defense forced a quick 
punt, Testaverde needed just 28 
seconds to take his team 70 yards 
to another score. McCardell ex- 
ploited a mixup in the Bucs sec- 
ondary and was wide open for his 
32-yard TD reception. 
Cleveland's defense, which al- 
lowed the fewest points in the 
NFL last year, made it stand up, 
allowing only a 2-yard scoring 
run by Errict Rhett in the fourth 
quarter. 
The Bucs (1-1) dropped to 0-5 
against Cleveland. Tampa Bay is 
the only team, other than the two 
expansion teams, without a vic- 
tory against Cleveland. 
It could have been worse. Ta- 
mpa Bay punter Reggie Roby 
couldn't scoop up a bad snap 
from Ed Brady earlier in the sec- 
ond quarter, giving Cleveland the 
ball at the Bucs 2. But the 
Browns couldn't punch it in — a 
penalty erased an apparent 
touchdown on a faked field goal - 
and had to settle for Matt 
Stover's 23-yard field goal, his 
second of the game. 
Stover added a 20-yarder mid- 
way through the fourth quarter 
when Cleveland again failed to 
take full advantage of a Tampa 
Bay turnover, Trent Dilfer's 
fumble at the Tampa Bay 14 as 
he was sacked for the sixth of 
seven times in the game. 
It was the Browns' first seven- 
sack performance since the final 
game of the 1993 season. 
Stover has made 23 consecu- 
tive field goal attempts, an ongo- 
ing team record. 
STUNS 
Continued from page one. 
ond quarter's first play, but the 
Tigers would not score again. 
"The defense came to play," 
Blackney said. "They really ran 
to the ball well and tackled well." 
The defense's highlight came 
at the beginning of the fourth 
quarter, after Starks' go-ahead 
score. Missouri had driven to the 
Falcon 10, but faced a 4th-and- 
one situation. 
Tailback Devin West was 
stopped for a loss of two on the 
play. A pair of sophomores, line- 
backer Gardner Howard and de- 
fensive back Chioke Bradley, 
combined on the big stop for 
Bowling Green. 
"To me, that was the turning 
point of the game on that fourth 
down," Blackney said. "That lit 
our offense and our defense up." 
The Missouri offense did any- 
thing but light things up against 
the Falcon defense. After rush- 
ing for 350 yards last week, the 
Falcons held them to 177 yards 
on the ground this week. 
In the second half, when the 
Tigers went scoreless, they man- 
aged just 101 total yards - 13 in 
the third quarter. 
"We played Bowling Green de- 
fense today," said linebacker Ja- 
son Woullard. "We went through 
this week and we knew that the 
key was running right to the ball 
and playing with a lot of emotion 
and intensity." 
After the fourth-down stand, 
the Falcons forced fumbles on 
Missouri's next two possessions. 
The second fumble set up Derek 
Schorejs for a 41-yard field goal 
to cushion the lead with 4:02 to go 
in the game. 
Missouri then drove to the 
Bowling Green 37, but turned the 
ball over on downs to seal the 
outcome. 
."The defense was huge for us 
today," Henry said. "The fourth- 
and-one when they went for it, on 
those our defense is going to 
make you pay." 
The Tigers scored on their first 
drive of the game on a 31-yard 
field goal by Mark Norris. Brock 
Olivo then scored on a 29-yard 
Testaverde completed 17 of 27 
passes without an interception, 
raising his record as Cleveland's 
starter to 14-9. He was never part 
of a winning season in six 
seasons at Tampa Bay after the 
Bucs made him the No. 1 overall 
pick in the 1987 draft. 
The Browns signed him as a 
free agent in 1993. 
Dilfer, who led the Bucs to an 
upset victory at Philadelphia last 
week, completed 20 of 36 passes 
for 255 yards and two intercep- 
tions. 
Don Griffin got the first of the 
pickoffs, an end-zone intercep- 
tion on second-and-goal from the 
8 in the third quarter. Stevon 
Moore then stalled a Tampa Bay 
drive with an interception at the 
Cleveland 13 with four minutes 
left. 
The Bucs also had a short field 
goal attempt blocked. 
Rhett, whose touchdown was 
the first allowed by the Browns 
on the ground in their last 17 
quarters at home, ran for 89 
yards on 23 carries, and Jackie 
Harris caught eight passes for 95 
yards for Tampa Bay. 
run on the second quarter's first 
play to put the Falcons down 10-0. 
Three first half turnovers kept 
the Falcons from seriously 
threatening. Five times they 
journeyed past midfield, but all 
five times they came away 
empty. 
"We had to come back and re- 
group from that in the second 
half and we just had to get back 
to playing good, sound, funda- 
mental football," Blackney said. 
The Falcons netted only 108 
total yards on the ground, with 
Michael Parker leading the way 
with 30 on three carries. Tight 
end Trevor Stover caught seven 
passes for 50 yards, while tail- 
back Darius Card caught six for 
31 yards. 
Bowling Green hosts Akron 
this Saturday. 
AP photo/Jeff Clldden 
Cleveland Browns receiver Derrick Alexander makes a leaping catch in front of Tampa Bay Buccaneer 
safety Thomas Everett. 
Shop 
Downtown 
As a Northwestern Mutual Intern, 
youi Intelligent *■ andprodm tlvity 
can literally pay off in a big way 
Some of our i allege agents arc 
making </ five-figure income 
Our <w iting internship program 
lets you sample a career m finan- 
cial services-while you're Mill in 
school. Plus, you'll receive exten- 
sive training and gain marketable 
business txperient e to help you 
aftei you graduate 
Call to find out how you ran 
uu rease your value in more 
ways than one 
GARY I.. BROWN AC.LNCY 
Fran McGaughcy 
One Sunforesl Court 
Toledo, OH 43623 
419/473-2270 
ern 
The Quiet Company 
FOOD OPERATIONS 
BGSU STUDET^TTS 
WORK    FOR    US 
J± rvy time ! 
WE     OFFER 
Fully Paid Training 
• Flexible Work Hours & Work Days 
• Work a Few Hours During the School Day 
• Fun Work Atmosphere ^^ 
• Meet New Friends *9 
• Experience For Your Resume 
• Merit fit Longevity Salary Increases 
• Free Meal Coupons For Students Who 
Exceed Performance Expectations 
• Promotional Opportunities 
Commons 
Pounders 
Haxshman 
McDonald 
Dining Centers 
Galley & 
DownUnder 
Snack Bars 
Apply at the 
Dining Center of 
your Choice! 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG 
GET INVOLVED! 
Applications Are Now Available for 
USG 
On And Off- Campus District Senators 
The Decline is September 13th SrOOprn^ 
THE DISTRICTS: 
O Offenhaur East & West Prout Hall ©( 
© McDonald Quad Sorority Row ,t © Harshman Quad 
© Kohl Hall Off-Campus Greek Hfl^H    © Krei.scher | 
You Can Pick Up Applications At 
14 College Park Or 
405 Student Services 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG 
ew Fraternity Row 
3 
1 
I 
I 
i 
s 
I 
I 
Latino Student Union extends an invitation 
to all for the one year anniversary celebration of 
the Musica Latina night at College Station 
(next to Chi- Chi's Restaurant) 
Time 9:00 P.M.- 2:00 A.M. 
$2.00 under 21       \( 
$1.00 over 21 
Come dance and listen to the sounds of 
Rancheras, Cumbias, Salsa and Merengue. 
I 
Classifieds 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
"Attention" 
Omlcron Delia Kappa Members 
Our !,rst meeting ■«■ I be 
Ml Tuesday. Sept 12 
a! 8:00pm 106BA 
Elections wll be held for 
executive positions. 
"Also" 
Pizza and pop will be served 
Any questions call Cat @ 352 6423 
OOK 
1st RSA meeting Wednesday 9/13 9 15 BA 
112. Free pjgj and pop!  
AIDS IN THE REAL WORLD 
UAO Guest Speaker Sean Sarser ol MTVs 
'Real World'.  lues . SepL 12 6PM LG Ball- 
room. 
Ask Me Again what this means on Wed Sept 
13@ /30pm m HA 100/ 
•"American Marketing Associaoori"* 
ATTENTION 
Bowling Green's Undergrad Philosophy Club 
will be holding its first meeting ol the year on 
Thurs. the 14* at 8:00pm Come to 301 Shat- 
zel Hall and dnd out what we're really about. 
Think about It 
Attention Student Organization ol Social 
Workers' Please attend our first meeting on 
TUGS Sept. 12 at 8pm in BA 105. New mem- 
bers are encouraged to come. Guestions? Call 
Nikki 31353 6061  
Attention Jewish Students 
You are invited to BG Hiliel's Sabbath Service 
and Dinner. 
Time: Fn. Sept 15 at 6pm 
Place 313 Thurstin Ave (UCF BkJg) 
Contact: Metissa at 353-8144 for more info 
Attention Jewish Students: There will be a 
Hillel general meeting at 8:00pm on Wednes- 
day. September 13th. in BA 104 Programming 
forthe fall semester will be discussed. This is 
your chance to contribute your ideas and get 
involved with Hillel, the Jewish Student Organ- 
ization at BGSU 
BG24 Training Sessions 
Mon. Sept. 1t - Sept. 14 
All @ 4 00 ■ TV Studio West Hall 
Questions • Call 
Laura @ 352-8916 
James @ 352 6592 
BGSU College Republicans 
Meeting this Tuesday 
BA Room 112 9:30pm 
COLLEGIATE 4-H 
COLLEGIATE 4-H 
Looking for leadership, community service, 
and tun? We've got it all! Dont miss the first 
meeting of Collegiate 4-H on Tuesday Sept. 
12 at 8:30pm in 300 Moseley. No previous 
4-H experience needod and all students are 
welcome.  
Come and see 
OFF THE WALL 
with the members ol 
Womyn tor Womyn 
Tonight at 8pm 
at the Joe E. Brown Theater 
(this is m place of our regular meeting) 
Come to WFAL's Inlonite 
Tuesday. Sept. 12 at 9.00pm in 
121 West Hall. You can be a DJ 
or work in produCDon. promotions. 
sales or DJ parties. Join a 25-year old 
symbol of BGSU may hem. 
Don't miss out on To oppotunity ol a lifetime! 
Join the American Marketing Association To- 
day' Sign up at the membership table located 
in the BA Building Mon . Sept. 11 • Fn., Sept 
15 10am - 1pm Let AMA help YOU make ffie 
mosl ol your college years  
Interested in Honors Student Association? 
Find out what if s all about and help make plans 
for the school year at our first general meeting 
on Mon.. Sept. 11 at 9PM m the Honors Center 
in Kriescher HSA is open to all studenis. 
FREE MILSHAKES!) 
MISCELLANY MAGAZINE 
Got published Build your resume 
Feature story submissions 
accepted from all studenis. 
Come to the 2nd fl. West Hall Commons 
Tuesday. Sept. 12 7pm 
or call Jason @ 353-5242. 
NEED INFO ABOUT THE NET? Learn how. 
why and more on Sept. 9411 in 126 Hayes 
Hail Irom S-7 PM ADMISSION IS FREE! 
Questions call UAO @372 2343. Sign up today 
onthe3rdFi.Univ Union (before Sept. 8). 
R U IRISH? Wanna Have Fun? 
Join the BGSU IRISH CLUB 
First meeting tomorrow Tues.. Sept. 12 
O 9:30 m 103 BA 
Activities, sooal events, and Irish 
stuff to be discussed. 
 EVERYONE IS WELCOME'  
Run lor RSA NCC or Treasurer   App'y by 
9/20 Office phone372-6i65    
Sailing Club 
Do you like the water? 
Do you like the wind in your face? 
If so, come .or BGSU S Sailing Club 
Info meeting Sept. 13,8:00PM. 100BA. 
Any questions call 
Matt @ 2-1957 or Jenny @ 2-3001 
University Red Cross seeking new members to 
promote and volunteer at campus blood drives. 
Contact Antonette 352-4575 or 354-3149. 
YES, THERE IS A WOMEN'S RUGBY TEAMI 
New player meeting 
Mon Sept. 11 @ 7 30PM, 114 Ed. Bldg. 
Questions? Call Heather or Rachel @ 2-4545. 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost: HSA members from past years. If found, 
please return these members to the Honors 
Center on Sept 11 at 9PM.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Evening hours for 
Student Health Service 
5-7:30 by appointment 
Beginning September 6 
Faculty and Start: 
Start your 403B 
Retirement Plan with Nationwide 
Insurance. Choose from 10 
Mutal fund companies and 28 
seperaie funds, call Steve Wright. 
MBA and BGSU alumnist for 
prospectus at (419) 878-6642 or 
1 800 834 6643 
Need to talk to 
ADoCtOrorNurse^ 
Evening hours for 
Student Health Service 
5-7:30 by appointment 
Beginning September 6 
Call 372-2271. 
Rollerblade Lessons 
Call Tim @ 352-5180 
SKYDIVE - YOU KNOW YOU'VE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO. Skydive classes ottered 10 
mlnules from BGSU campus. Student A 
group discounts. VISA A Mastercard ac- 
cepted. SKYDIVE B.G. 352-5200. 
PERSONALS 
Looking for healthy food choices 
Take A Bite, 8 Week Program 
Starts the end of Sept. 
Learn how to survive fast food 
lanes and dining choices. 
Rscleve personalized plan 
Taught by nurse A health educator 
Choose Tuesday I1am-i2:30pm 
Or Wednesday 3.30-5pm 
Call to register 372-9355 
'Surf in Hawan'Ski in Colorado' 
Attend one of over 120 colleges m the US lor 
a semester or a year without paying out-of- 
state! For more details, attend a National Stu- 
dent Exchange Info Session. 
Fnday. Sept 15 ©12 00PM 
RoomlOIOBABIdg. 
For more into call Co-Op Program 2-2451. 
•Welcome all Frsshmsn Women* 
Women's Health Reception 
"Free Gifts and Tour* 
Student Health Service Building 
On Ridge Street 
*FREE REFRESHMENTS* 
Tues., Sept. 12,7pm 
A resume* builder tor all majors... 
The USG Judicial 8oard defends and pros- 
ecutes campus parking violation cases. No bor- 
ing weekly meetings to attend - just hands on 
expenenos in the courtroom. Scholarship and 
leadership possibilities. Sign up for an inter- 
vn*w at 33 College Pa'K  
AIDS IN THE REAL WORLD 
UAO Guest Speaker Sean Sasser of MTV's 
'Real World'. Tues. Sept   12 8PM LG Ball- 
room.  
Alpha Phi has a house boy position open. Call 
Lisa at 2-5209 if interested. 
APICS/PURCHASING CLUB 
""FIRST MEETING"" 
Tuesday September 12 
7:30pm in BA 110 
Procurement A Matenals Management 
Strategy At Marathon 
by 
Charley Hall 
Manager of Corporate Procurement 
And Materials Management from Houston, TX 
Subs and Refreshments Afterwards 
"•* FIRST MEETING ••" 
APrCS/PURCHASING CLUB 
Blow away your calculus problems with Hurri- 
cane Calculus. Pick up a copy at your college 
bookstore or call ] -600-393-3415. 
CALL OIBENEDETTO'S FOR YOUR RUSH 
PARTY SUBS. $6.00 PER FOOT. FAST FREE 
ALL DAY DELIVERY. 352-4663. 
Career-related expenenos. 
PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE. 
Start NOW. 
Fr. So. Jrs. NEW to co-op. come to 
CO-OP KCK-OFF 
Friday. SEPT 22nd 
3 30 pm 1007 BA Building 
BE THEREiDetails:372-2451 
V*ted lest Piss* 
NCLLO'S 
j^^\      BEAT THE PRICE      \ 
4 pm - 8 pm Mon-Tue ONLY 
Large 1 Item Pizza 
only !75 
FREE DELIVERY-352-5166 
Ha w*3 win An» Or* osv 
Cnctgo Sir* Em   Capon £* |fl |SJ 
CO-OP STUDENTS: 
WE HAVE MOVED 
310 STUDENT SERVICES 
Now Is Ihs time to updste your fUell 
Bring a new resume and a NEW 
copy of your unofficial transcript 
(free at your col legs office) 
Questions? 2-2451 
Come and see 
OFF THE WALL 
with the members ol 
Womyn for Womyn 
Tonight at 8pm 
at the Joe E. Brown Theater 
(this is in place ol our regular meeting) 
Come to WFAL's Infonite. 
Tuesday, September 12 at 9:00 in 
121 West Hail You can be a DJ, 
or work in production, promotions. 
sales, or DJ parties. Join a 25 year old 
symbol of BGSU may hem. 
Double Pnnts 
Free Everyday 
Packages Plus 352-1693 
DTD Delta Tau Delta DTD 
'"Be A Part of the Dominance" 
RUSHDELT 
DTD Delta Tau Delta DTD 
DTD Delta Tau Delta DTD 
Rush Starts Wednesday 
THINK DELTI 
DTD Delta Tau Delta DTD 
Evening hours for 
Student Health Service 
5-7:30 by appointment 
Beginning September 6 
Call 372-2271. 
Factory Outlet Store 
Student Desks starling at $39 00 
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet 
Woodland Mall'354-1614 
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI 
Over $6 Billion in pnvate sector grants and 
scholarships is now available. All students are 
eligible regardless of grades, income, or par- 
ent's income. 
Let us help. 
Call Student Financial Services: 
1-800-263-6495 eat. F55441 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED ULTI 
MATE FRISBEE OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS 
AND TAKE-HOME TEST MAY BE PICKED UP 
IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE THEY 
MUST BE RETURNED BY SEPT. 11. MAN- 
DATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS TUES SEPT. 
12.5.0O-7.00P.M  
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED INNER- 
TUBE WATER POLO OFFICIALS APPLICA- 
TIONS AND TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE 
PCKED UP IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD 
HOUSE. THEY MUST BE RETURNED BY 
SEPT. 12. MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC 
IS WED. SEPT. 13. 5 00-7:00 P.M.  
KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY 
THE MOST WANTED 
MEN IN THE 
COUNTRY 
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA 
Local.   Part-Time   Jobs   available   this   fall 
through the coop program. Bnng resume to 
310 Student Services Bldg. 372-2451 ASAP!! 
Sales/Mar ketn g-Maumee 
Small Business Enterprise-BG 
Office Position-BG 
International Business-Toledo 
Planni ng/Zoni ng- Per ry sburg 
Computer Soence'Recruibng-Toledo 
PR/Commum caton s-Bloom dale 
Loft and refridgeralor rentals. 
Call now we only have a few left. 
Space Savers 352-5478. 
Look Thin & Healthy 
Campus Tanning 
352-7889 
Money Orders 
39 each 
Packages Plus 352-1693 
Need to talk to 
A Doctor or Nurse? 
Evening hours lor 
Student Health Service 
5-7:30 by appointment 
Beginning September 6 
Call 372-2271. 
ORGANIZATIONS ADVISORS & PRESI- 
DENTS: Please mark your calanders for rhe 
annual President & Advisors Reception on 
Wed., Sept. 13 from 7:00p.m.-9:00p.m. in rhe 
Community Suite of rhe University Union. It Is 
imperative that a representttve from your or- 
ganization attend. Pertinent information regard- 
ing the "NEW Code of Student Conduct and 
new policies and procedures affecting your 
group wil be covered Please make your res- 
ervation by calling the Office of Student Lile at 
372-2843. 
POSTER SALE. Biggest and best selection. 
Choose from over 2000 different images. 
ROCK, FINE ART, MOVIE POSTERS, 
SPORTS, SCENIC LANDSCAPES, DANCE, 
SKIING, PERSONALITIES (Brad Pitt. Keanu 
Reeves, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and 
many others), TRAVEL, HUMOR. ROMANCE, 
PHOTOGRAPHY (Talbot, Ansel Adams, and 
others). MOST IMAGES ONLY $6, $7, and $8 
each' See US at THE UNIVERSITY UNION • 
e 2ND FLOOR GRAND BALLROOM on 
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH THROUGH 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 15TH. The hours are 
10 a.m. • 6 p.m. This sale is sponsored by 
UAO. 
Alcohol 
affects your ability 
to think clearly. 
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test. 
Confidential & Caring. 
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center 
RIFLE CLUB 
seeks expenenced competitors 
 XXXXX 354-2401 XXXXX.  
SHAKE rr UP, HSAf 
Frjoy FREE MILKSHAKES at Honors Student 
Association's 1st. General Meeting, to be held 
Mon., Sept. 11 at 9PM in the Honors Center in 
Knescher.  
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS need to register 
the r organization by Wed , Sept. 13. Registra- 
tion forms are available m the Office ol Student 
Life, Room 405 Student Services Building. If 
your group is not registered, you will not be eli- 
gible to reserve space on campus, hold events. 
etc. For more information call us at 372-2843 
STUDY ABROAD RE-ENTRY PROGRAMS 
If you studied abroad dunng spring 1995 or 
summer 1995 you are invited \o attend one of 
the following sessions for study abroad retur- 
nees: 
Thurs. Sept. 14,1995 7-9pm Ohio St, Union 
Sat. Sept. 16,1995 tOam-noon, Ohio St. Un. 
If you cannot attend, please call 
372 0309-0479 to arrange lor an individual 
appointment  
USG ' USG * USG 
1 st Meeting for the 
Undergraduate Student Government 
tonight at 
112 Life Science 
Any ???call 2-8116 
USG ' USG * USG 
WANTED 
1991 Honda CRX SI. Black. 5-spd., power sun- 
roof, AC. cruise, excellent condition. $6500 
Call Jim at4l9-661-1046  
2 Female Roommates needed tor 95-96 school 
year. Apartment located on N. Enterprise. Very 
affordable Call 354-3173 Ask for Robin or Ju- 
lie. 
BGSU S Sailing Club needs another boat. If 
you have any info on Lasers or Frying Jr.'s 
please call Man @ 2-1957 or Jenny @ 2-3001. 
Female roommmate wanted for Apt. Si 50+ util- 
ities. Own Room. Call Kelly at 354-50iS(ieave 
message) or Danelie at (4i9)288-3377{leave 
message). 
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED lor Fall "95 
and/or Spnng '96 semesters. Air Conditioned, 
2 car garage, deck, free water & sewer. $175 + 
ut   10 5 Cail3S3-t?46  
Looking for a non-smoking individual inter- 
ested in Iree room/board in exchange for 
evening chiidcare for children ages 7 and 3. 
Approximate hours Mon., Tues., Wed., 
5:30pm-9pm, Thurs.oil. Fn., Sat., and Sun.: 
every other weekend needed. Will have own 
room in remodeled country farm house. Quiet 
location close to BGSU. Cal 668-3030.  
M/F Roommate Needed for Large 2BR Apt. 
Own Room' Call 354-8096.  
Mate or Female Roomy needed 
$133.-0 * oil .a ' 
Have Keg Cooler - MUST BE COOL! 
call 353-2171 
Male roommate lor another male. 
For    1    Bedroom   apt.   close   to   college. 
Rent-$200. Call Urgently 354-7224 (Tmaz) 
NEEDED: 
1  female subleaser for furnished, air condi- 
tioned, 2BR apt., on 6th St. 
$i20/mo* Etec. and Phone1 
Call 354-4192 NOW"! 
Non-smoking, dependable babysitter in my BG 
homo. Tues & Thu.s AM only Call 352-0296. 
Phi Kappa Psi currently 
needs dinner kitchen help. 
Light duties ind. setting out food and dishes 
and light clean-up. Ml" 5-7pm dinners are free 
w'a small stipend. Contact Jelf @ 372-4738 
Wanted: A Female Subleaser. Own room; apt. 
furnished call 353-2192. 
HELP WANTED 
flAAAAt Earn $2500 & Free Spring Brsak 
Trips! Sell 8 Tripe a Go Free! Best Trips A 
Prices! Bshsmss, Cancun, Jamaica, Flor- 
ida! Spring Break Travail 1-800-678-638$. 
$1000 FUNDRAISER. Fraternities. Sororities 
& Student Organizations. You've seen credit 
card fundraisers before, but you've never seen 
the Citibank fundraiser thai pays $5.00 per ap- 
plication Call Donna at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
65. Qualified callers receive a FREEcamera 
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars. 
No experience required. Begin now. For info 
call 301-306-1207. 
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirts - profit 
$331.00. Risk-free. Choose from 27 designs. 
or design own. Free catalog 1 -800-700-4822. 
" AAA COMMUNICATION " 
$25,000 
SKILLS 
If you enjoy greeting people, this is your career 
opportunity. Positive attitude & neat appear- 
ance a must. Excellent income potential. Start 
immediately- Will Train" Call 865-1915 to set up 
interview. 
Advertising Sales Rep for 
The Gavel 
Great resume builder, need own transporta- 
tion. Call 372-2606 for details 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT 
Fishing Industry 
Earn up to S3.ooo-S6.000* per monlh. 
Room S Board! Transportation I Male/Female. 
No experience necessary! (206)545-4155 ext 
A55441  
ATHLETIC ATTITUDE 
40 to 60 k. first year potential 
Rapidly expanding firm has immediate posi- 
tions open for team players to use their com- 
peDDve edge to build a career. Full-training. 
866-0144.  
Attention sales, marketing, & communication 
majors. Growing Perrysburg software & train- 
ing organization needs part-ome people 12-30 
hrs. per week w/ excellent telephone commu- 
nication skills to assist our sales/mkong de 
partmen; Call Lon at 419-674-0600       
BABYSITTER 
Responsible individual needed Mon., Tues.. 
Wed., and Thurs. 2:305:00pm Prefer 
someone who lives in BG year round who 
could babysit during school breaks and next 
summer. Must love kids, have good dnving re- 
cord and own car. References required. Cal! 
Mary @ 352 8287 after 5.  
BGSU Food Operations is currently hiring 
BGSU studenis. Must be able to work in 2 hr. 
shifts or more between the hours of 6:30am 
and 8 30pm Starting wage is $4.35mr. Apply 
at the dining center of your choice. Commons 
2-2563. Founders Keepers 2-2781 Harshman 
2 2475 McDonald 2-2771.  
COLLEGE CHAOS 
Looking for part-time lun time money? Classes 
schedule changes9 Make good money and 
have time to study ai the same time. 866-0144. 
Crazy Cash 
Like to be trained by individuals making over 
$20,000 a month. I was and earned over 
Si 8,000 
my first iwo months. If money excites you call 
rep. for app't. 419-865-1915. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World 
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment avail- 
able No experience necessary. 
For more information call 
1-206-634 0468ext.C5S441.  
EARN $8-10 PER HOUR 
Moose Brothers Pizza is looking lor delivery 
drivers. Flexible schedules. Clean motor re- 
port. Call 353-5711 c slop in the Kroger Store 
and ask lor Randy. 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All ma- 
terials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774. 
Qlaihe.KS 66051.  
Frustrated Student 
I spent 5 years 4 over $20,000 at college to 
achieve   an   accounting    degree   worth 
$20-30,000 per year and no hope of getting out 
01 debt lor another year or two I've recently 
come on board a national environmental fit- 
ness company & changed my direction. My first 
2 months I earned over $16,000 and am look- 
ing for a few good people to do the same & 
help with expansion. If you're looking lor part- 
time cash or a full-time opportunity call my rep 
at4l9-B6S8389  
Full/part time positions now open in 24 hr. 
Subway Sandwich Shop 15 min. east of BG. 
Shifts avail.to fit many schedules $5/hr. to 
start. Ability to work midnights a plus. Apply in 
person at Subway/Fuel Mart at intersection ol 
fit. 6 8. 23.  
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE! 
The BG News is looking for a Special Projects 
Coordinator. Great Expenencei Call 372-2606 
lor details. 
General Assignment reporter/photographer 
needed immediately for progessrve small daify 
newspaper in NW Ohio. Journalism degree re- 
quired. Good benefits Fax resume to (419) 
592-9778 or mail to: Northwest Signal P.O. 
Box 567, Napoleon, OH 43545.  
Gymnastic Coaches level 2,3,4. 
Perrysburg Gymnastics 674-9383 
Also, receptionist M-Thurs. 3pm-8pm. 
Light industrial assembly. Local assignment 
within walking distance from campus. 
$6O0/hr. 4 hrs. or more needed with flexible 
daily schedule. Call 352-2099. ask for Ann or 
SSL i  
Mr. Spots 
Needs Drivers 
Applicants must be 21 and have a clean driving 
record. 
^pply m person MF 2-7pm.  
Our firm is looking lor individuals who want to 
gam comprehensive management experience 
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per 
summer. Positions available in select Cleve- 
land suburbs, Columbus, Akron, Canton, and 
more. Call 1-800-887-1960. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING 
Seasonal and full-time employment available 
at National Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preser- 
ves.   Benefits   and   bonuses!   Call: 
1-206-545-4804 ext. NS5441. 
RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT SPECIALIST 
Community Mental Health Residential Facility 
now hiring part-time positions. Experience 
working with persons having psychiatric disabi- 
lities preferred, but not required. Position in- 
volves direct care and supervision of mental 
health consumers, and overseeing facility 
operations. Must have valid state of Ohio 
driver's license. Psych and Sooal Work majors 
encourage to apply Contact Mary Theil, Resi- 
dential Coordinator, at 352-9459 for more in- 
formation. EOE.  
RESORT JOBS - Students Needed' 
Earn to $i2/hr. and tips. Theme Parks. Hotels. 
Spas, and more. Destinations include Florida. 
Hawaii. Colorado & So. California. Call Resort 
Employment Servces 1-206-632-0150 ext. 
RS5441 
TA.S.P. International is looking for highly mo- 
tivated, hard working students to fill manage- 
ment posiDons for the summer of 1996. Gain 
valuable experience in all areas ol business 
while building your resume Average earnings 
are between $7,000-$9.000. Positions m most 
Cleveland suburbs. Akron, Canton, Youngs- 
town, Sandusky, and Toledo are filled on a first 
come, first qualified basis. For more informa^ 
lion call Man Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792. 
Vogue 
Professional training and brockndge firm 
searching tor positive model, actor-actress 
type who enjoys meeting and managing the 
healthy and wealthy of the future. Call for appt. 
866-0144.  
FOR SALE 
1983 Mazda RX-7 
5-Speed. No Rust 
$1,500.00 354-2427.  
1986 Nissan Centre good condition. Five 
speed. 106.000 miles. $700. Call 354-3278 
1987 Dodge Lancer ES. 
Blue, power everything. $1600.00. 
 Call 353-3406. leave message. 
1989 Nissan Sentra for sale. $2500. Call 
3548098.  
2 twinbed mattresses, 1 dresser with mirror, 1 
cabinet stand, 1 desk. Must provide own haul- 
ing. Call 353-2429 if interested. 
Aquarium equipment for sale: 55 and 15 gallon 
tanks in good condition. Also, hang-on-tank 
water filtration system. (HOT. Magum). Ask- 
ing $100 for all, but may consider offers on in- 
dividual pieces. Call 352-0975 alter 6:00. 
Hiener Soprano Saxophone. Professionally re- 
furbished w/ new pads. Asking price is $300 
obo. Call Tim at 352-0831. 
Toyota Corrola SRS, 1985. Manual Trans- 
mission, 5-speed. $1,200 OBO Home 
354-7189, Office 372-2279. 
FOR RENT 
Eire. Apt. 329 E. Wooster. $275/i2mo. lease. 
$300/9mo. lease plus util. Ph. 352-4166 or 
352-7992. 
Chicken Salad 
Sandwich 
A generous helping of our 
delicious chicken salad with 
all white meat chunks served 
on your choice of bread with 
lettuce and toria to. 
•Only $2.99 
Add Coleslawfc 
French Fries 
•For $1.99 
1726 E. Wooster 
(Located Behind BP) 
CATCH THE SPIRIT s 
Conference Opener! 
a BG FALCONS VS. AKRON ZIPS \ 
SATURDAY 3:30 PM 
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WR's regular local band profile 
Music makes us apart of history 
Imagine. There once was 
a lime when there was no 
such thing as rock-n-roll. 
There were no mid-summer 
rock concerts, no mosh pits, 
and no, there was no MTV. 
There was. 
Really. 
I don't know about all ol 
you. but lor me. that is hard 
to lathom. I can't imagine 
A LESSON IN 
not being able to turn on the 
radio and hearing my 
favorite songs, but instead 
listening to jazz, big band or 
classical music, highlighted 
by an occasional evening 
radio show. But most of all, I 
can't even imagine what the 
world would be like if all the 
freedoms granted by rock-n- 
roll were denied, or even 
worse, silenced. 
Sometimes I think we all 
take for granted that we live 
in an era almost completely 
influenced by the music we 
listen to on a daily basis. 
Think about it. The music 
we listen to seems to nar- 
rate the stories of our lives 
and tells other generations 
of the past and those to 
come who we are, what life 
was like in these times, and 
the social issues that seem 
to define our culture. I know 
this sounds crazy, but in a 
way, the music we listen to 
has made us a part of 
history. 
Whether we realize it or 
not, the music we listen to 
seems to provide a sense of 
community among all of us 
listeners. Although rock-n- 
roll can be grouped into so 
many different genres now 
with so many different 
audiences, the message 
behind the music seems to 
speak a language all its own 
- one that has the abilty to 
brige the gap or burn the 
bridges between genera- 
tions. 
Music has generated a 
special set of circumstances 
by which it becomes neces- 
sary to look at how rock-n- 
roll has been revolutionized 
by the events that have 
taken place in American 
society. For example, in the 
'60s. San Francisco became 
a magnet formed in an anti- 
establishment fervor, 
characterized by hallucino- 
genic drugs and a mood of 
experimentation. It was in 
this city, known for its 
liberal social mores, that 
social rebels, including the 
Grateful Dead and Jefferson 
Airplane first took flight. 
The same was true in the 
late 70s when rap music 
had its start as the voice of 
the streets in New York City, 
and even in the '90s when 
grunge music poured from 
the heart ol Seattle. 
Rock-n-roll has inspired 
a global revolution, one that 
has changed life in so many 
ways throughout the de- 
cades, but one that has 
carried out the same mis- 
sion time after time. Free- 
dom of expression, that's 
what it's all about, folks. 
Music is the most universal 
tongue available now as it 
has become a theatrical, 
spiritual, sexual, political, 
social and artistic move- 
ment. And something that 
encompasses so many 
societal spheres should not 
be taken lightly. 
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Let's play some Gone Daddy Finch 
w 
BAND REVIEW 
hen it comes to power-pop punk rock. 
local music giants, Gone Daddy Finch have all but 
cornered the Toledo area market 
"We love Bruce Springsteen, which is why 
we don't fully fit into the alternative scene," 
said Eric Klinger, the band's bassist and 
contributing vocalist. 
"It's rock. It's rock music where we can 
do anything we want," said Tommy 
Grybowski, GDF's drummer as well as a 
contributing vocalist. 
Although the band has only been around 
since January 16,1991 (the day the Gulf War 
started), all three members of the band have 
been in previous bands such as Pondo 
Sinatra and The Dutch Crumbs. 
Kevin Murnen (GDF's guitarist and 
contributing vocalist) and Tommy were both 
in Pondo Sinatra, while Eric was in The 
Dutch Crumbs. The trio became friends 
when their bands played together, and when 
the two bands broke-up, the three decided to 
form Gone Daddy Finch. 
When asked about the selection of Gone 
Daddy Finch as the band's name, however, I 
found that I had suumbled across a little 
known about GDF secret. 
"It's an acronym. Every letter stands for 
something," Klinger said, although he re- 
fused to comment on exactly what the 
letters stand for, claiming it's a super-secret 
that the fans will have to figure out for 
themselves. 
Along with their mysterious "Figure out 
what the acronym stands for" game, the band 
is also well-known for "The Gone Daddy 
Finch drinking game". 
With a twinkle in his eyes, Klinger 
carefully explained the rules of the game. 
"What you do is gather around with all of 
your friends in the bar. Then, when anybody 
has to leave for any reason, even if they are 
just going to the bathroom, they have to say, 
'Watch my little buddy' or their beer is open 
game to anyone else. It's more fun because 
the point of the game is TO drink as op- 
posed to NOT drink," he said giddily. 
Unfortunately for the BG community, as 
well as many of the local BG fans, however, 
to go see GDF perform, one must take the 
whopping 15 minute road trip up to Toledo. 
"There's no bars to play in BG. No one 
will have us because we smell," Klinger 
revealed, somewhat ashamed. 
"It's because we do what we want," 
Grybowski said. "The smell is just part of the 
package." 
But what is this "smell" to which they 
are referring? 
"Live rock," Klinger said bluntly. 
But what of the mysterious Murnen? 
Who are his inspirations and mentors when 
it comes to his role in GDF? Who is it that 
motivates him to pick up his guitar and play 
as few ever guitarists have ever played 
before? 
"Gary Spivey," Murnen said with no 
other explanation. 
Gone Daddy Finch currently has a num- 
ber of singles released, as well as a five song 
EP titled "Santa's Own God Jacket" which is 
available at Madhatter Music Co. here in BG. 
Grybowski was also pleased to announce 
that "[the band] has a boat-Ioat of new songs 
recorded," although they are not necessarily 
in the exact same vein as GDF's prevous 
relaeases. "I'd like to think we got a little 
better. [The new songs] are a little more 
rockin'. We've also got better at recording." 
Friends are the most important thing in the world. 
For Persons 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult 
Transit I.D. Card Required 
■Available al Gram's AdminisBalot's Office, 354-6203 
T 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
Service Area: Bowling Green 
Please l>'' driver know how many 
persons will be riding. 
This service is financed in pan 
from an operating assistance grant 
from ODOT & FTA. 
B.G.Taxr 
352-0796 
TTY: 352-1545 
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ILL DAY EVERYDAY- SPECIAL PRICES 
ON LONG ISLANDS & MARGARITAS 
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Mi all started with an idea in the spring of 
1983 when a group of music industry profes- 
sionals decided to build some kind of vehicle 
that would honor rock and roll artists and 
that which inspired them. Although the art 
of rock and roll was 30 years old then, a form 
of knowledgeable recognition still lacked. 
And everyone knows the older art gets, you 
just have to put it in a museum. 
Now, more than 12 years, 650,000 signa- 
tures, 110.000 calls to USA Today, and $92 
million later, the same industry professionals 
who tabled the idea have made the state that 
was first in light, first in flight, and home to 
the first man on the moon the first in rock 
and roll, as the doors to the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame and Museum opened last week- 
end in Cleveland. 
Although some of you might have had history, 
the opportunity to visit the Hall of Fame last        This is a museum that is different from any 
weekend in its opening celebration, for those  other that 1 have been to, one where you can 
^BVi G 
s&n^VAs 
of you who weren't, WR was there to cover 
the action. 
This week, follow us through a complete 
tour of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 
Museum as we give you the inside scoop on 
the many attractions and exhibits. Unfortu- 
nately, the museum would not allow us to 
take any photos, so you'll either have to 
imagine what the place is like or go visit it 
yourself. The choice is up to you. 
Wow! Look at that! 
When you first look at the 150,000 square foot 
radiant glass and white pryrimid structure located 
on the shores of Lake Erie, you'll protably find 
yourself asking what the structure symbolizes 
about the rock and roll movement. At 
first, I couldn't figure it out either, but 
by the time I had browsed through the 
museum's seven stories, I had come to 
the conclusion that the structure 
clearly symbolizes the freedom and 
energy inspired by rock and roll and 
captures the essence that the music 
has on American cultural and social 
experience rock and roll's early roots through the 
music of today. What makes the museum even 
more special, though, is its interactive nature, as it 
offers visitors the opportunity to watch 25 origi- 
nal films in five theaters and listen to more than 
500 tunes in the museum's listening booths and 
live broadcast studio. Visitors also have the 
chance to see more than 55 exhibitions and 
thousands of rock and roll iltms from all genera- 
tions. 
When you first walk through the museum 
doors, you'll be amazed by the museum's dimen- 
sions. If you look up, you'll see a few old cars 
hanging from the rafters. But don't be alarmed - 
the cars aren't real, but they still represent some 
of the important contributions rock and roll has 
given to our lifestyles. Also on the floor is the 
In the Mini Mall 
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Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum's store, a 
full-service music store operated by HMV that 
also carries official museum merchandise. It is 
open to the genreal public during regular museum 
hours - and the best part- there is no admission 
charge to visit the store. 
The world of rock 
You'll ting the majority of the museum's 
exhibits on the ground floor of the museum. It's a 
relatively dimly lit floor, highlighted by neon and 
flourescent blue and violet lights on the floor and 
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© MacNeillUtirer NewshouiX Frugal Gourmet it McLaughlin Group Washing ton Wee* Wall Streel Week :i What Can We Do About Violence? ,R| (Pan I ol 2) Being Served This Is America lOHAIr) 
© Simpsons (In Stereo) Harried... With Roseanne (In Steieo) Coach "Coach'' X TV Nation Crackc-is lakes on a Detroit strike 31' k-f lies I Ma Green Men (R) (In Stereo) X Star Trek: The Neit Generation Timescape' Jenny Jones Women snawg Ihe same man. In the Heal ol the Night Just a Country Boy's 
CD In the Heat •line Night Ftescue91l (In Stereo) Top Cops (In Stereo) Ur Hawkeye The Return fill Lonesome Dove The Series "last Stand (R) Press Bon Rush Limbaugh Jones & Jury R. Newt Journal Press Boi Paid Program 
© Roseanne (In Slereo) Gone* GirllS Simpsons (In Slereo) Married With tone: ••'> "Makmrj**. Pjgnt"| 1997. Comedy) A new wave pubkest is "tired to coach a lifelike android News MVWHI Murphy Brown I Star Trek: Daep Space Nine The De rs Casl" I 
CABLE    STATIONS 
COM IS Ml Movie: .e.          jMovit: •••'Whal's Up. Tigerl«y»"|l966 Ccmedyl ISaturdey ragblLire T'oderfe)td"(1960)          Spras plot lo steal the world s beslegg salad recipe    1 Host. Jerry Lewis. 
Jerry Lewis (") Tin Allen Men Po'itically Incorrect KM* in the Han Mystery Science Theater 3000 W. ■: Rebels ' (Ft) 
ESPN 
UpCloaa Sportacenler Sowting. America's 
PerlectSame 
tnck and Field 60-Mrnuie DecalMon 
Prom Spokane. Wath (live) 
Bomng Dainy Romeio vs Wiry 
Salazar (i«e) T 
Sportscenter X Baseball 
Tonight 
H60 IS 30| Movie: OouMt Basl'-IHMILmUBlar 
liuida Ihe NFL (Ft) (In 
Stereo) 1 
Movie: •• "Naked Gun 33 1/3 The 
F«ial lnsu»" (1994) Lesle Nelson I 
Comedy Hour "Haiele" 
Hazere (R) (In Stereo) X 
Movie:.» The Ciase"(i994. 
Adventure) Charlie Sheen 'PG-13'X 
-omedy 
Hall 
Movie: 
"Savare" 
SC 
Tortile        [Buckeye 
pan 
From 
Belmont 
:oolba« 
nsider 
College Soccer Weekly Weak in 
Soccer 
Recaweek: IWSA Grand 
Pro ol Tews 
High School Football Game ol the Week 
SC! Fl 
Sli Million Ml Man 
"The Bone Badge 
Twilight 
ZentTE 
Taiet- 
Darkside 
Quantum Leap' Gnosl 
Siva-August 13.1956" 
Automan Unieasonable 
Facsrmite* 
=riday the 13th: The 
Sanaa Pipe Dream" 
Twilight 
Zone's 
Tatas- 
Oarktide 
3uanlu« Leap Ghost 
Ship • AugustTl I9S6" 
US* 
Knight RMat "Knoht 
Sniff' (In Stereo) 
Wings 
Airport '90" ilereoia 
Murdar, She Wrote' Hi. 
Run and Homicide" X 
Uovie: •«■ "Trie Dream Team (1989) Four menial 
patents find themselves loose in Manhattan X 
Duckman 
(In Slereo) 
Movie: •• TeeikVoiriises. 
Comedy) MKtiaetJ For. Scott Pauiin 
SATURDAY MORNING      SEPTEMBER 9,1995 
I  5:00  I  5:30  I  6:00  I 6:30  I  7:00  I  7:30  I 8:00  I  8:30  I 9:00  I 9:30 I 10:00 1 10:3Q 1 11:00 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CO ;3 00) Home Shopping Sana Lrrlle Mermaid X Aladdin 3 Agricounery Headline Newt News 7 Zoo Today Beekmen'a World I U.S. Open Tennis 
CD Paid Program Paid Program rleaaiine US. Ham Raport Today (In Stereo) X Saved by Bell Hang Time "Pilot 'B Saved by BaH CaWomla Dreams X NBA Inside Slut! 
© PHAI'I MckNews (In Stereo) Gladiators 2000 Bill Nye Ihe Science Guy Sing Me a Slory It Adventures ol Madeline Free Willy ih Slereo)! George ol the Jungle Bump In the Night it Fudge X Reboot (in Stereo) X Bugs Bunny iTweetytr 
© lOHAJr) Michigan Furniture on the Mend Collector Cars Computer Chronicles Simply Painting Joyol P aiming Today's Gourmet Matter Chefs 
© lOHAIr) Kidsongs tin Stereo) X Shining Time Station Barneys Friends « Puzzle Place "Roamaniics Lamb Chop's Mister Rogers K Nature The wiidlite on Scotland s Hebrides Islands Wild Ki-gdom 
© Hr. Belvedere .1 Whotlhe Bott?I Bat*etech BabyHuey Jvl*n.le Slinky Bill Carman Sdiego Mighty Morphin Power Rangers (In Slereo) X Eeklslrave- ganzaX Spider-Men (in Stereo) i Tick (In Steieo) X X-Men(ln Slereo) X 
© (4.00) Movie: «• "Shame- 11949. Drama) Sally Forest. Weslern Theater Double Dragon Skysurter Strike Force Joube Dragon Streel Sharks Soogies Diner IR; Pick Tour Brain To Be Announced Gladiators 2000 AWF Warriors ol Wrestling 
© •aid Program C-LJot For My People Sing Ma a Story X Jelly Bean Jungle Carmen Sdiego Eighty Morphin Povier Rangers |ln Stereo) X Eeklstrava- ganzaX Spider-Man (In Stereo) X Tick (In Sleieo) ■ X-Men 1 Slereo) X 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Rhoda Rhoda Benny Hill Movie ..'. tOfl nAmtbl' (1952. Comedyl Bud AMJOlt 
Bud and Lou help out a heartbroken prospector 
Monty 
Python 
ESPN 
MldeSr. 
PGA 
Inside the 
PGA Tour 
Speedweek 
w 
Sportscenter (R) Jltimate 
Outdoors 
American 
Hunter 
Hunting 
Strategies 
Back 
Country 
Outdoor 
Adventure Shooter 
Great 
Outdoors (Rl 
NASCAR 
Today 
HBO 
;4'30) Movie: e'i Tropical 
HMI"(I993, Drama) R' 
Movie: >•> iUctilMau»"|i984)DuaieyMoore A 
Jigamist learns bother) his wives are pregnant 'PG-13'X 
Stop the 
Smoggies! 
Legend ot 
White Fang 
Movie: ••/uDo Anything (1994. Comedy) Nek Nolle 
A sliugglmg actor gets custody ot hrs preccoous daughter 
nvdethe 
NFL(R)X 
SC 
AusMian Rukn Football 
|R) 
This Week in NASCAR 
From Rehrnond. Va (R) 
Motorsports Hour (R) On Pit Road 
Preview |R| 
Body by 
Jake 
Outdoor 
Gazette 
Receline 
Kentucky 
Sports 101 Sports 
Advisors 
SCIFI 
Pah) 
Program 
>akl 
Program 
PaM 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
PaM 
Program 
Stingray Captain 
Scarlet 
Back to the   |Mad 
Future       [ScsanHal 
Land ol the 
Giants 
USA 
(3 30) Movie: 
"Mowing/V 
Bloomberg 
TV 
Bloomberg 
TV 
Bloomberg 
TV 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
C-Net 
Centra! 
Hollywood 
Insider 
World Wrestling 
Federation Mania 
(night Rider 
ilnSleieol «. 
BLACK 
SWAMP 
ARTS FESTIVAL 
This Weekend 
Downtown BG 
See the ad in The BG News 
for Bands & Map 
T07Z • StlUtmU*. X. f99S • p*jc 9 
k'ML-L J 
HKII HfflUW 
Weekend Reality Magazine is published 
every Friday in The BG News with a 
different feature story each week. 
Weekend Reality contains TV Listings, 
movie reviews, band reviews, upcoming 
events, interviews and much more. This is 
a wonderful opportunity for you to 
advertise in the Weekend Reality and be 
seen by it's 19,000 readers every single 
week! 
OPTION O 
Sign up to run all 13 weeks of the Fall 
semester beginning September 8,1995. 
Your ad size and copy could vary from 
week to week as long as you run at least a 
6 column inch ad. 
$5.15 per column Inch 
OPTION © 
Sign up to run between 7-12 weeks of 
the Fall semester beginning anytime 
after September 8,1995. Your ad size 
and copy could vary from week to week 
as long as you run at least a 6 column 
inch ad. 
$5.45 per column Inch 
OPTION © 
Sign up to run between 1-6 weeks of the 
Fall semester beginning anytime after 
September 8.1995. Your ad and copy 
could vary from week to week as long as 
you tun at least a 6 column inch ad. 
$6.10 per column Inch 
(MmWKBfD 
'These contracts are designed for advertiser who are 
currently not on contract 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON    SEPTEMBER 9,1995                                                                                        I 
I 11:30 I 12:00 1 12:30 1  1:00  1  1:30  1  2:00  1  2:30  1  3:00  1 3:30  1 4:00  1  4:30  1 5:00  1  5:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
rials From ihe 
1 
CD [11 00) U.S. Open Tennis Women's Fnai ana Men's Sem USTA National Tennis Cenler in Flushing Meadows. N Y (Lrve) X 
G) Paid Program Movte:*'j "Wisdom'(i986. Drama)EmiioEslevez A young crusader commrts a siring of unusual bank thefts S.skel* Ebtrt Showdown at the Belfry Atlanta 199* Olympic Diving- World Cup Championship. From Atlanta 
S> Bugs Bunny ftTweetyX College Fool ball Nebraska at Michigan Stale (Lw) College Football Noire Dame at Purdue (Uve)X 
ffl La Cookin' Burt Wolfs Menu Victory Garden [ Frugal Gourmet ': This Old House (Ft) 3 Amefican Wood shop Hometime Makin" Tracka Natuntscene Austin City Limits (R) (In Stereo) Ghostwriter |ln Stereo) X Ghostwriter (to Stereo) I 
© fiaturescene Michigan Furmlure on the Mend This Old House (R)X Hometime (H) >*ew Yankee Workshops Grilling Frugal Gourmet 5 Cucma Amort Delia Smith Jenkins' Art Workshop Steam Railroad Victory Garden X 
© L tie With Louie X Full House [In Stereo] X Baywatch "The Runaways" (R) (In Stereo) X Major League Baseball Detroit Tigers ai Toronto Bit* Jays From the SkyDome (Live) Coach (In Stereo)X Xena: Warrior Princess "&ns of Ihe Past" X 
CD Auto Racing Teknoman A young man. transformed m:o a part-anrjroid seeks to save Earth Irom ihe evil wailed Darken Beach Clash (In Stereo) American Adventure Buckeye Outdoor! Renegade"Himan" iRfiin Stereo) Star Trek: Voyager 'Initiations' (In Stereo) X 
0D LrfeWith Louie? Star Search The lira's (R) (In Stereo; This Week in Baseball Major League Baseball Detroit Tigers at Toronto Blue Jays From The SkyDome. (Lrve) Coach (in Stereo) X Teknoman (Series Premiere) 
CABLE    STATIONS 
COM Kids in the Hatl 
Silurday Night live Roben 
Conrad. Aiknan Bros 
Benny Kill Movie:** -Rock V Rot High School Fonver p99Q) A 
student and his rock band set out to eradicate the uncool 
Absolutely 
Fabulous (R) 
Kids in the 
Hall 
Mystery Science Theater 
3000 "Crty LM" (R) 
ESPN :ollege Cameday College Football Wyom ng at A* Force (Lrve) Football Scoreboard 
PGA Golf Canadian Open -• Third Round. From the Glen 
Abbey Go* CM) m Oakvaie. Ontario iLrve) 
HBO 
nude the 
NFL(R)X 
Movie:** "Oetocvs"(199l)Asoapwrrter 
is swepi into ihe world of his characters X 
Movie: **', -Just One olIhe Guys"(1985) Joyce Hyser. 
A high-school student poses as a boy lo enter a contest X 
Composers' Specials 
Muse and storytelling. (R) 
Movie: *•* "Mrs. Double" (1993. 
Comedy) Room Williams "PG-13'X 
sc Football Forecast 
'ennant 
Chase 
To Be 
Announced 
Major League Baseball BaHimare Orioles at OeveiarxJ Indians From Jacobs Field (Live) College Football Miami-Ohio at Kent 
(Joned ei Progress) (Live) 
5CIFI 11 00} Land of the Giants 
Swamp 
Thing:« 
Swamp 
Thing X 
Space: 1999 The Brmgers 
aiWon<jer"iPan id2) 
Movie:** 7heFina/Eye'*(1977)JosephCortese The 
world's last PI sleuths a scientist's disappearance. 
Movie: •• The P/cyecfed Man"(1967) Mary Peach An 
experiment turns a sceniist mio a homicrfal madman. 
USA 1*00) Knight Rider 
My Two 
Dads 
Major Dad 
m Bum] 1 
Movie:**1! "Mr Mom"(1983)Mchael Kealon Anewty 
unemployed man keeps house white his wrle works. 
Movie:*** "rheDreamream"(l989)MichaelKealon 
Four menial patients hnd themselves Cose m Manhattan 
Movie: **"J "FietchLives' 
(1989) Chevy Chase X 
SATURDAY EVENING 
^■'iiiiiM'iNi«m'.i«4N'M iiii'M iFi'«BiiiiiiBBJFi'Maiiii'iiiauiii|iiaiii'l'iaiiiii|iHriiiiiiarti'i'i 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD U.S Op«f> Tennl*: Finals and Semifinals Wheel ot Fortune X Cash Explosion Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman (R) (In Siereo) X Touched by an Angel "The Hero" (In Stereo) X Walker, Teias Ranger "War Zone" (R) X NewsX Road'l.-S'prec) Video Connect. 
CD tall NBC News Entertainment Tonight (in Stereo) X Movie: -'Savedr.y-he Be:< Weditoq <n Las Vegas" (1994 Comedy)Mark-PaulGosselaar (inStereo)X TV's Funniest Families It: The Kids (in Stereo) X NewsX Saturday Night Live A compilation ol segments Irom 1986 and 1987 shows 
© ■ J    College Football Noire Dame al Purdue X Sirens'A Cop first" (R) in siereo) i Siegfried & Roy The Magic. The Mystery I Movie: •** "Gremhns2 ftetewBar:rV0990, Fantasy) Zach Galiigan. Phoebe Cates (In Stereo) X Fresh Prince Family Matters I Empty Nest (In Stereo) Renegade ■"H#.man" 
© Uagic School Bus Newton's Apple - Lawrence Welk Show "•Tribute to Irvrg Benn American Eiperience The Battle ol the B-jge' (In Stereo) X Apollo 13 To Ihe Edge and Back |Rr (In Stereo) X Sneak Previews Austin City jmits Joan BaeiRory Block "(R) [ON Air) 
© Travels in Europe Embroidery Studio Lawrence Welk Show "TnCute to Irvmg Berln' llovie: ***'j  The Desperate Hours' (19S6I Three escaped cons invade a miorJe-class family's home PcJdark Mystery' -Pu-ipo-eo'the Bailey VI "(Part 3d 6) X Sneak Preview* (Off Air) 
© Hercules: The Legendary Journeys B Simpsons inSte-eo; Simpsons (In Stereo) Martin « Preston Episodes Cops Dates' X Most Wanted Star Trek Mudds Women- New York Undercover "High on the Hog'" (R) X Kung Fu: The Legend Continues "Manhunt' X 
CD Sat"" Highway PaTrol To Be Announced Highlander: The Serial Reasonable Doubt"(R) Sightings .Ri ;in Ste-e^ Comedy ShowcaseiP (In Stereo) Star Search The finals (R! (In Stereo) TMZ Countdown 
© £ 00] Teknoman (Series Premiere) Fresh Prince Paid Program Movie: **'; Best Friends'{\%2) Burt Reynolds Two successful screenwriters decide to get married News Court TV'inside Nowhere Man "Turnabout" (In Stereo) X UveShot-TGIF-(ln Stereo) X 
COM ' OC
1
' Mystery Science 
TrwlerSOOlR, 
Monty 
Python 
Stand-Up, 
Stand-Up 
Saturday Night Live Df.Katz. 
Therapist 
Kids in the 
Hall 
Ben Stiller Eiit57 Comedy      Dennis 
ProducliR) Miller Movie: 'floe* vr flc* H-gft School Forever (1990) 
ESPN 
Sports- 
center 
College Football Georgia al Tennessee (Live) X College Football Colorado Slate at Cotoradc   Live I 
HBO (430) Movie: Movie: •■* Hot Shots'Pan Deux" (1993. Comedy) Charie Sheen PG-13' Movie: "rruman"(1995. Biography) Gary Simse Harry Truman becomes America's pres-denl ai a crucial hour (In Siereo) X Movie:*** The firm' (1993. Drama) Tom Cruse. A law school grad signs on with a sister Memphis firm (In Siereo) FT X 
SC M 30] College Football Miami-Ohoai Keni (Jomea riP'ogressHLrvei 
Buckeye 
Race 
CISL 
Weekly 
DeU 
Hoya-Prev. 
Week on 
Tour 
Pro 
Football 
College Football Himois at Oregon (Live) 
SCIFI My Secret Identity 
My Secret 
Identity 
Twilight 
Zone« 
Tales- 
Darkside 
Movie: •*'; Za'doz '(1974) SeanConnery An 
outiander disrupts a futurist* society of immortals 
War ol the World*   lv 
ol Lies" (In Sle'eo) 
Twilight 
Zone if 
Tales- 
Darkside 
Movie:**'; "ZaiOor" 
(l974)SeanCorwery 
USA 15*00] Movie: **'/ fieich Lives" IM9)X Weird Science X Weird Science I 
Movie: •** • Parenthood'(\%9. Comedy-Drama; Steve Mario A 
fam ly experiences the pressures ol raising children (In Stereo) X 
Duckman 
in S-e-eol 
Movie: * "The Shrimp on fheBa'tie"{ 1990) A 
snobbish heiress hires a Latro waiter io be her fiance 
SUNDAY MORNING      SEPTEMBER 10,1995 
I  5:00  I  5:30  I  6:0(1  1  6:30  1  7:00  1  7:30  1  8:00  1  8:30  1  9:00  1  9:30  1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 
CD 3 CO) Home Shopping Spree Shop Spree To Be Announced To Be Announced Day of Discovery X Kenneth Copeland Sunday Momlng X Roundtable Real Estate Digest 
ffi v-BCNews Nightside Paid Program Paid Program Worship lor Shut-ins Mass for Shut-ins Power tor Living Today lln Stereo) X Meet the Press X Toledo Up Front Decorator Showcase Coach Gary Blackney 
H) OH Air) Community Ctose-up Food lor Pay Farewell to Fat Hour ol Power (In Stereo) I F.H. Chroma Jack Van Impe Feed the Children Martha Stewart Power Rider 
© pftAir) Barneys Friends 1 Seeame Street (R) X Magic School Bus European Journal Freedom Speaks Tony 8rown 
© lOflAir) Kidsongs I' Siereo) X Shining Time Station Barney A Friends X Puzzle Place "Spud Buds" Lamb Chop's Mister Rogers I Barney ft Friends K Magic School Bus Future Quest X 
© ;Ott Air) Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Jimmy Swaggart James Kennedy Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program 
CD (4 00) Movie California Dreams To Be Announced Chip 'n Dale Rescue To Be Announced Iron Man lln Stt-rcol "' Fantastic Four ff This Week m Baseball Working Woman Hi Midwest Outdoors Animal Adventures Car Show 
© News ;B It's Your Business Hour of Power (In Stereo) X Church ol Today Double Dragon Skysurter Stnke Force Double Dragon Street Sharks Space Strikers Teknoman Our House 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Benny Hill Politically 
Incorrect 
Politically 
Incorrect 
Politically 
Incorrect 
Politically 
Incorrect 
Movie: ••'> "TheaeWoy "(1960. 
Comedy) Je"y Lewis. Alex Gerry 
ESPN College Football 
NFL 
Yearbook 
NFL 
Yearbook 
Sportscenter R NFL Match- 
Up (R) 
Inside Sr. 
PGA 
Inside Ihe 
PGA Tour 
Auto Racing FIA Formula One •- Ha'tan Grand Pr« From 
Monza. Italy (Lrve) 
Sportscenter 
HBO ^40| Movie: W'J Xyboig 0» (1993) David Bradley 
Movie: * *' i   The 3 Worlds ol GuH/vet" (1960) Kerwm 
Maihews A ship's surgeon is cast upon mageai shores 
Slop the 
Smoggies! 
Legend ot 
White Fang 
Movie:***  S*veraoo"(l985) Kevin Klne The paths ol 
lour cowboys converge er route loa showdown. 'PG-13' 
Movie:  The 
Seoul' (1994) 
SC 
.3 3d College Football 
North Carolina al Man/land 
American 
Adventurer 
Prime Cuts 
(R) 
Beach 
Eitreme R) 
Kid Club (R) On Pit Road 
Preview (Ri 
Inside Pitch Body by 
Jake 
ClubGcrl Final Score Football 
Forecast 
Sports 
Advisors 
SCIFI 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
'aid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Paid 
Program 
Sci-Fi Buzz 
(R) 
Mystery 
Mag;c 
Inside Space 
(In Stereo) 
C-Net 
Central (R) 
Dne Step 
Beyond 
USA 
My Two 
Dads 
Just the Ten 
olUs 
1's Your 
Business 
C-Nei 
Central il- 
Denver-Dino Dinosaucers Woody 
Woodpecker 
Chipmunks lisy Bitsy 
Spider 1 
Problem 
Child '.' 
G.I. Joe Teenage 
Nmja Turtles 
Highlander 
30? • Se,Uem4e* Z, MS • /u^e tO 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON      SEPTEMBER 10,1995 
1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 1  1:00  1  1:30  1 2:00  1  2:30  1 3:00  1 3:30  1 4:00  1 4:30  1 5:00  1 5:30 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
CD Ficethe Nation P Hawkeye The Rrtum" (A) X To Be Announced Community Showcase To Be Announced U.S. Open Tennis Men's Fnal From the USTA National Tenms Center In Ftusrwig Meadows. N Y (Lrve) I 
CD Paid Program Rocket Replay NFL on NBC NFL Football Pittsburgh Stecters ai Houston Oilers From me Astrodome (Lrve) X. NFL Football Denver Btcrvros at Da las Cowboys From TeasStarJum (Lfve)K 
© This Week With David Brinkley X JsedCars Editors On the Issue Beau- tyBrhlhrgh Tough Target Paid Program ChiprjerVac Amuing Medicines F H. Chroma Carleton Sheets D.ck Clark's Rock 'n' Roll 
© Think Tank Firing Line: Terror 6*1 To the Contrary Milwaukee Clipper Apollo 13: To the Edge and Back |R) i.m Stereo) X Market lo Market Editors McLaughlin One on One McLaughlin Group Nova " In Search cl the first Language" [R)(in Stereo);« 
© lion's Apple I Nova "In Search oi the First Language   R) 'inSiccci '•' This Old House TE Julias Kitchen La CooW Frugal Gourmet R Sew Many Quilts Sewing With Nancy Lawrence Welk Show Tribute to living BenrfT (R) Adam Smith Secret Tony Brown 
© 'in. Filmi Presents NFL Sunday (in Stereo) X NfL Football Oetrail Lions al Mnnesota V*«ngs From ihe Hubert H Humphrey Met'odcm? 'i- Sterec i v- B NFL Post Game a McMillan Mac l "ds hunsel the piesjmed viclan ol an assassination plot 
CD (11 Mi Car Show American Gladiators (In Stereo] '< Lighter Side ol Sports Week in Mot Of Sports Club Golf Home Aqam (R)ff Travel Travel Wall Street (Ri               Week K Rich and Famous World's Best The worlds best restaurants, holes, resorts and shoppng centers 
© Transition American Gladiators (In Stereo! « This Week in Baseball Major League Baseball Detroit Tigers at Toronto Blue Jays From re SkyOome (Live) Coach(h Stereo)I Simpsons     Simpsons (In Stereo) K (InStereo).K 
CABLE  STATIONS 
COM 
Tim Allen: 
Men 
Movie: »•* 'CtxteWia"0<i&>. Comedy) Jerry Lewis 
W »ed stepbrothers bully a poor, scatterbrained lad 
Movie: 'ADboti artCosWo Meet Frankenstein'{}9W\ 
Bud and Lou get maed up with three well-known monsters 
Monty 
Python 
Kids in the 
Hall 
Saturday Night Live Jerry 
Lewis. Loverboy. 
ESPN 
NFL Gameda 
a) Albert Brooks PG 13 B 
Aulo Racing SODA 011- 
Road America 
Morse 
Racing 
Track and Fie 
1 ■:- 1.1-n-. i. 
Movie    A' ,: 
d IAAI GrandPn-F n i PGA Goll Canad an Open •• Final Bound. From the Glen 
AKey Gel Club inOaw e O-ta-c lime 
HB0
   „crecV Drar 
Movie* *t   H&ngOW    19%7 Co-edy ' (1993. Comedy-Drama) 
Stereo) PG-13' 
Movie: »•'; •■RobmHood Wenn Tipnfs (i993)Cary 
Erwes Me> Brooks warped vision ot the legendary outlaw 
SC 
Cleveland Browns'                Links 
Pregame                          Illustrated 
Goli Gra Maddy-Fina Rojnd (V.K- Myrtle Beacr  Si: 
(Uei 
A-League Soccer New York Centaurs at Colorado Foxes Scoreboard 
Central 
5CIFI 
1 ii.29. One 
Step Beyond 
Galactica Mai Headroom Biipverts" 
iln Stereo) 
Man Headroom Rakers'' 
iln Stereo) 
Max Headroom Bud, 
Banks' (In Stereo) 
Mai Headroom "Security 
Systems (ln Stereo) 
Mai Headroom "War" (In 
Stereo) 
USA Teenage Hinja Tulles 
WWF 
Wrestling 
U S. Open Tennis V.'CT OH ■ C ■■..:>, F -,V Fro- 'h.; 
USTA National Tennis Center t> Fhistag Meadows. NY 
Movie: #»» "Pjwnfhcod'1|19B9.Comedy*Ofaina) Steve Martin Alamey 
eipe'iences 'he pressures ot raising children (In Stereo) X 
Maior Dad 
(In Stereo. « 
Weird 
Science if 
si NDVYKVIMM; 
1 6:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 110:30 1 11:00 1 11:30 1 12:00 112:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD [i 00] U.S. Open Tennis Men's Final (lrve) X 60 Minutes (In Stereo) TT Murder, She Wrote "Schoollor Murder" (fl)S Movie: **« "CVt,yr'ietoncV'(t991lAnovc'bedr.ng mom threatens a cop's new-found romance X News E Gunsmoke D'ago" To Be Announced 
© NFL Football: Broncos ai Cowboys Hunt lor Amazing Treasure Antonio Sabato Jt hosts a search (or treasure, gold AM hidden loot (in Stereo) Movie:**   Tango & Casn'V989. Drama) Two nval cops go alter the drug kingpin who framed them « News 'i Sisket & Ebert Forever Knight Forward into me Past (In Stereo) 
© Cosby ShowS. Empty Nesi (In Stereo) Home Videos Home Videos LOIS A Clark-Superman Movie: *•• The Hard That Rocks tneCradie" (1991. Suspense) Annabeua Sciorra (in Stereo)X Power Trainer Paid Program ar Emergency Response 
© Lawrence Welk Show "Tribute to Irving Bern" Secrets ol...: The Rock Alcatraz Nature Shadows m a Desert Sea "(In Stereo) £ Masterpiece Theatre "A Question ol *W*ubon"(H|I Lincoln Center Today s 1st Ed. P.O.V. (to Stereo) X 
© Ghostwriter (in Stereo) Ghostwriter (in Stereo) Austin City Limits Mow Baez/Rory Block" (R) Nature Shadows n a Desert Sea" (In Stereo) JX Masterpiece Theatre "A Question o* Attnbutton' (R) X Lincoln Center Viewer's Choice lOrt Air) 
© Star Trek: Voyager "filiations (In Stereo) X n mnoj Count- Emmys Emmy Awards The Academy ot Teievis-m Arts & Sciences 47th annual ceremony honors the besl in television (In Stereo Lrve) 31 Star Trek Deep Space Nine "Distani Voices" X Pointman "Adios. Roberto (In Stereo) X 
© World ol National Geographic Eitremists Emergency Call jfl) I Extraordinary (R) Beverly Hills. 90210   ■ Stereo)?' Lonesome t Series last 
News" 
ove The 
Stand    Ri 
Lifestyles (Hi Movie: »it lalayene 
(1962) Orson We'*S 
© Star Trek: Voyager 'Initiations'' (In STereo)X Beat the Pro Paid Program Star Trek: Deep Space Nine Distant Voices** X Star Trek: The Next Generation "Conspiracy" Spons Xtra M'A'S'H "lie Tme" Murphy Brown M Straight Talk3 Kenneth Copeland 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
Jerry Lewis (■V Tim Allen: Men Robin Williams: Off the Wall n Movie: t\- "Ste^arrJessScoc"! 1986) A motley crew has high hopes ol becoming flight attendants 
One r*ght 
Stand 
Eiit 57 Absolutely 
Fabulous 
Drop- 
Donkey 
Monty 
Python 
London 
Und. 
ESPN 
Baseball Tonight NFL Primetime Major League Baseball Boslon Red Soi al New York Yankees From Yankee 
Stadium (Crve) "ft 
Sportscenter X NFL Primetime (R) 
nBO 
Movie: t*": 'A-ttJ-ns Fjrr'y Values" 
(1993> Anjeiica Huston 'PG-13 31 EwPUter 
Movie: M* V Speed" j 1994, Suspense) A transit 
bus is wired lo explode ii it drops below 50 mph fl' s 
Movie *•    "': -\   ..'    'S94 Ccmedy 
Drama) Albert Brooks PG-13 X 
Comedy Ho 
Hl/-h-         M 
r -Hazelie" 
n Stereo) :rr 
"Angel 4 
UnOV'COi'Cr" 
SC 
Scoreboard 
Central 
Buckeye 
Race 
From 
Belmont 
College Football Fonda at Kentucky Racing 
Home 
On Pit Road. Final 
Edition 
College Football 
Loursvriie at N III 
SCIF1 
Mai Headroom "The 
Blanks (In Stereo) 
Mai Headroom The 
Academy (in Stereo) 
Mai Headroom' Denies 
(to Stereo) 
Mai Headroom 
"G/ossCerg's Return" 
Mai Headroom Dream 
Thieves" (In Sterec) 
Mai Headroom 
'Wnackeis" (to stereo* 
Mai Headroom 
Neurostim (In Stereo) 
USA 
Wings (to 
Stereo)*. 
Wings |ln 
stereo: x 
Movie: ** 'Treacherous Qossrg' [)<fi2. Suspense) 
An heiress's heneymoon cruise takes a dark turn X 
Acapulco HEAT, (in 
Stereo) 
SiikStalkings   .    ■   i 
.,-.      H      ■   v. ....   1! Silk Stelkings Vengeance is Mne" X 
Hollywood 
Insider (R< 
Paid 
Program 
MONDAY EVENING 
6:1)11 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
SEPTEMBER 11,1995 
Bi'fliiisiBi'gtiMaiiRiiiiarigtniantiyiiiTRnia^OTTiiB^ttrn 
© 
All Business 
Purposes    Report 
ABC World 
News 
c;«ilLL   SIAIIONS 
Ent. 
Tonight 
MKNeiiAehrer 
Newshour J. 
Home 
Improve. 
Country 
Music USA 
Simpsons 
(In Stereo) 
Simpsons (In Stereo) 
Dinosaurs 
(In Stereo) 
Rosesnne 
(In Stereo) 
Cops in 
Stereo):«: 
Hard Copy Fresh 
Pnnce 
Most 
Wanted 
MacNeil/Lehrer 
Newshour I 
Frugal 
Gourmet 1 
Seinfeld 11- 
Stereo) X 
Highway 
Palrol 
Home 
Improve. 
Wild 
America I 
Coach (In 
Stereo) fl". 
Nanny The Bless This   Murphy       Cybil(ln      Chicago Hope Songs 
PenPal"«:   HousetC     Brown X     Stereo) It     From the Cuckoo Birds" 
[Movie: ***   Thetoa S toor»"(l991. Drama) Susan Sarandon A  News X 
near-rape abruptly lums two Marat m hunted outlaws X 
Marshal Ranbow 
Comn" (R) (In Stereo) X 
Secrets of..   Secrelsol 
:he Gold Rush" I 
Secrelsol...   Secrelsol 
ihe Gold Rush" I 
Melrose Place Post 
Mortem Madness" I 
Star Trek: Voyage* 
Proections" (In Stereo) 
News X      Late Show Fran Late Late 
Drescher. P J Harvey X   Show X 
Tonight Show (In Stereo) LateNight ■ in Stereo) 
NFL Football Green Bay Packers at Chicago Bears From SoOer Field (In 
Stereo Lrve) X 
AmencanEiperienca'The Way West" Barry 
R* Burns'hisloryol the Wesl (R)I      Goldwater 
Amajrioan Eipenence 'The Way West 
Re Burns' hislory ol the West (H) X 
Partners Star Trek: Voyager 
"Pilot" jl      StacayX     "Pro|ectlons'■ (In stereo) Ned and 
Nowhere Man'The 
Incredible Derek" X 
EaslEnders Charlie Rose (In Stereo) 
ssa. 
Rush 
Limbaugh 
Mijor L»am Baseball Detroit TKK'S at Toon'o Blue Jays From tfie S«YDor e 
(Live) 
Goll: I C 
Jordan 
Charlw Rosa (In Slereo)   (OK AH) 
Married       NirjM Court In Ihe Heal ol toe Night 
With Firsl Deadly Sin ? 
ToBtAmounoad 
Rush 
Limbaugh 
(OK Ait) 
Slai Trek The Neil 
Generation (In Slereo) X 
Paid 
Program 
COM 
SlanoHlp. 
Stand-Up 
Whose 
Urn? 
Polilically 
ncorrect 
Kids in Ihe 
Hall 
Absolutely 
Fabulout 
Drop- 
Donkey 
Whose 
Una? 
London 
Und. 
Saturday Nighl Live 
Woody Hairelson 
Polflically 
Incorrect 
Kids in Ihe 
Hall 
Myslery Science Theater 
3000 :R| 
ESPN 
Dp Clou Soonscenler 1FL Prime Honday Auto Racing NASCAH SupeiTruO 
Senes - Fasmart Shootojl 150 
Drag 
Racing 
Baseball 
Tonight 
Sportacentsf S Basaball 
Tontghl 
HBO ■ajPto-rtorcMtgHAn Jlaosguadionol lighter pi 
r«n"(l99S, Drama) An all- 
ots serves in WWII ST 
Movie: t • i "Sugar Htf {1993) Wesley Snpes One 
ol two brothers wants out ol Ihe illegal drug business 
Dream On 
(in Stereo) 
Larry 
Sanders " 
Movie: "Scorned" (1994. Suspense) 
Andrew Stevens (In Stereo)'Ft' 
■Vatuj/ 
Comoal'R' 
SC 
Torilt Gamilime Major League Baseball New York Yankees al Cleveland InrAans. From Jacobs Fwio. (Lrve) Scoreboard Coach Lou 
Hohl 
From 
Belmont 
Inbe: Take Two 
Yankees al Indians (R) 
sci n Sil Million Dollar Han ■B g Bro-i-i Twilight Talei- Darkaid. Quantum Leap "Roberto Automan Xkib Ten" Friday Ihe 13th: The Series (In Slereo) Twilight Taka- Darkside Quantum Leap "Roberto • January 27,(962' 3t 
USA 
rtonrMrtrtt "Pilot (In Winrjalln 
Sie-fci S 
Wingall-i 
Sleifcll 
Murder. She Wrola JC fYWF: Monday Nighl SttStalUnga'Hothe 
Fire '(Fl) (In Stereo) i 
Wings M 
Stereo)* 
Wings (In 
Slereoil 
Duarmim LMD "Ghosl 
Ship ■ August 13. 1956" 
It A PART OF THE BG NEWS MSTAUHANT » I 
I tMTESTAINMENTGUIDE.   EDUCATE OUB 19,000 | 
BEADERS ABOUT YOUH BUSI«S5. 
FALL UPDATE MAGAZINE 
FOCUS:   RESTAURANT, ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE 
TK.S special Mdton .. 
—ing coJlpgB ea)>ng hdxti, wnri coniofn a vdrifiy ol derflu eenwin lirr a oa obth. zumrt hrxi'ih irends 
and lotal r««narw| of •almg ond «nl«tainin«n. 
■.labJ'vhmanlt. 
WhtlKer your a fa*! 
rood or a lull mwii 
fllluui-'inl     O   mr,,[m 
iheot'o or a bar 
fX.it"i mii» out on rhi* 
•Kcitinq issue* BE 
NCLURD 
PUBLICATION: 
Wodnosdov, Siotenbflr 20.1995 
DEADLINE 
Tueirday, S*p»ifnbo« 1 2. I pm 
DoacJilnsiA 19,000 roodim by tonlocliriq VTUrtjiB 
fo* A*eo»nlE»^lilw#ol372-2605 llCVYO 
55 
Weekend Reolir Magazine is published every Friday in Ihe 
6G Mem wih a different feature story eoth week. Weekend 
Reality (onloins TV liv -;.. movie reviews, band reviews. 
upcoming events, interviews and much mare 'his is o 
wnitrjerful opportumly for you to odveriise m the Weekend 
" ind be seen by it's 19,000 readers every single week! 
OPTION'O 
all 13 weeks a* '** M senwiM beginii^ ^•jjttmfcw 
_;'.'• and >t)i (evk) very frern «»k is *rck n 
m «leeit a 6 MM KKS ad 
6' A SJ IS Of (ohmn inth 
'^f-.  lOPTION©  
up la nit, brhrtt* Ml wtikt ef the h\\ itrnnlir ic ■ ■ -; 
a _«fl» $«it(rabir 8, )9fS. 'sur ad sue v*t Mtr mid -o-, 
. "r?" ai I: '■■! n vw run 01 'eo:' 0 I niumri nd od 
*^^S5.45 per column itnk 
IPL^©  
6 tttfa of lha Foil srnntf bf^irung 
IW Tour od ond isty cou'4 on from 
yau rim gl liotl g 6 (glumn ietk ad 
tfrxchimn irnh   ■   - 
Tiisi hgiliV>.fR EQ U E N C V 
BE A PART Of THE BC NEWS RESTAURANT 1 
ENTERTAINMENT CUiDE. EOUCATEOUR 19,000 ] 
READERS ABOUT TOUBIUSIKSS- 
FALL UPDATE MAGAZINE 
FOCUS:  RESTAURANT, ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE 
Thtl *p«iol section -.II con loin a *Of*y of sJ0rtt4 
tovwing collpfjB «o*'ng Kobih, OMTWII heob-i IrtndV 
ana local fi»nr-i otwoling and «nl>MlaJrttnainl 
•lljblisKmimU. 
WKettywryooPflfatf! 
food or o luB mtw 
y*qju'ont. a mo-iw 
lh«ol'« or a bar- 
OonSrWucH>ionrhi* 
•Wtting iitvuft* BC; 
NCLUKD 
PUIUCATiON 
Wedne^/Seplarnb« 20,1995 
Imday, StpteeraW 12, 4 pm 
R«oeh mita 19.000 mtdtn by conlaCstna 
yogr*oa*nl Euciflj** a»372 2605, 
WfZ • SefitemSe* & 1995 ■ /**?* ft 
\ Yd 
BOWLING      GREEN 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 19, 
1995 
Union 
Grand 
Ballroom 
11am -7pm 
r& &9 
&> 
erchandi's 
«**.«»9 
TUESDAY EVENING      SEPTEMBER 12,1995 
I 6:00 I 6:30 I 7:00 I 7:10 i 8:00 1 8:10 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 110:30 1 11:00 1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD News ti        .CBS News Wheet o) Fortune ^ Jeopardy! 1 Rescue 911, In Stereo) 31 Movie: 1h$ Secrefary" (1995) A businesswoman's ass slant hides a dark pia" oi revenge (In Stereo) J. News IT Late Show..nStcrcc r Late Late Show   ■ 
ffi Htm ■' NBC News Er.t Tonight Hard Copy | Si'iri'ec ■ Newsradio Frasier   - ■Vingj toteline   ■ Sttrw  1 Htm?. Tonight Show'in S-'ccc* | LafeMgN ;in Stereo. 
© ".« ABC World 
News 
Business 
Report 
Cops Most 
Wanted 
Roseanne 
(in Stereo) 
Jed 
Foiworthy 
Horn* 
Improve. 
Coach   ' Monroes 'Pilot (Seres 
-StereoiS 
M'A'S'H 1 Rush 
Limbaugh 
Mightline 1 Used Cars 
© All Purposes WxNeiUlehrer Newshour 1 Mott~Sec'fcio!trteW.:o Child" (R) (1" Stereo) IT American Eiperience   Tie Way West" Lynching in Marion K EastEnders 
Being 
Served 
Charlie Rose il- Stereoi OtIA-.. 
© MacNeiULchrar Newshour i: Frugal Gourmet if Wild America I Nova            ■   ■"    .',   . ■ American Eiperience' The Way West' "Approacti of Creation"" (R) JC Lynching in Marion f OiarheRose'l- ;'■:" (OflAir) 
© Home Improve Simpsons Semleld S!';t£0    ■' Coach h Stereo) S. Uovie: 'tottoNmedLan A Tew T'joeoy" RidiartCrema IT Star Trek; The Ne*1 Generation D3Scent"S: Married With Night Court SaV in the Heal ot the Night 
a> Country Music OS A Dinosaurs -.. Highway Patrol L.APD Deadly Games M '■ Live Shot A Death m the ■ ■■     i Rush Limbaugh CtJoo- Secret To Be Announced Press Boi Paid Program 
© Simpsons ,m yerec Roseann* Home Improve Home Improve VeanMotne' pnSMreoj Live Shot A Death in the nSteri News Married. With Star Trek: The Ne«t Generation   the O 3" M'A'S'H 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM 
ESPN 
Slanfl-Up 
Stand-Up 
Whose         .Pol.'icnliy 
Line7         ! Incorrect 
■; ■■-.. n " ■ 
Hall 
EiitST Or Katz. 
Therapist 
Ben Stiller Comedy     'Saturday Night Live 
Product |R1 [Steve Ma 
Politically   iKids in the 
Incorrect      .Hall 
Sportscenter I 
Myslery Science Theater 
30O0 •', '-■!- 'ft) 
Up Close Sportscenter Auto Racing IndyCar -• Monterey Grand 1  «               iSeca  JNFIS 
Greatest 
Baseball 
Tonight 
Baseball 
Tonight 
Pro Beach 
Volleyball 
■   ■ lepfatiei esidenafacruaail 
Comedy      Movie .*  RaJG'S H994 Western", 
Hati - 
Buc»yc 
5C     Race Fi,v Ing 
Major League Baseball ■   .  ■   • Scoreboard AutoRaL ng                   Fi w. Take Two 
scin SK Milnon Dollar Man 1 Twilight Zone ■: Tales- Dark side Quantum Leap Auioman -
1
 ■ • Friday the 13th The 
Zoic   1 ■     I 
USA Ran D id Wings (In Wings :- Murder She A Boxing [ . W.nas : v-    .            .        mLeap 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
! 6:00 I 6"."56~"l 7:00 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
SEPTEMBER 13,1995 
7:30 | 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 lT.-30Tr2.O0 I 12:30 
CD """' 
All 
Purposes 
© 
gfb 'Home 
Civ  Improve 
til   MUS.CUSJ 
Ent 
Tonight 
ABC World 
News 
Business 
Report 
MacNeilLehrer 
Newshour I 
UacNeil/lehrer 
Newshour if 
Simpsons 
Ipmgi ltd 
© 
Dinosaurs 
Roseanne 
.   .   . 
Wheel ol      Jeopardy' 
Fortune B    3 
Hard Copy 
National Geographic       inside the Republican 
Caribbean Revolution ir Stereo) JC 
Frugal 
Gourmet I 
Wild 
America i 
Seintc'*   ■ 
■■ 
Coach 11 
Store; . 
Highway 
Patrol 
Home 
Improve. 
Home 
Improve. 
Bless This   Dave's       'Central Part West.«: 
House '-      World I     | 'Courthouse Pibi :«. 
Seaquest DSV Dateline      Sv 
Bli"Cs.ocd   -S'ct-c, T\ 
Drew Carey 'Grace        :Naked 
Pii:i .K      (Under Fire  [Truth "P'tof 
National Geographic      'Inside the Republican 
Caribbean {Revolution tin Stereo.- ■ 
Beverly Hills. 90210 (Season Premiere) Kelb returns Star Trek: The f.eit 
t'om New York wiin a new mar in ner Me (in Stereo!    Generation Descent" SI 
Law & Order Pride" iR) 
!   c,f.,      :: 
Primetime Live   -v   ■ 
Pren   ■    B 
Bakersfield Country! Ri  TechnoPol- 
itics 
Bakersfield Country! ». Being 
nSMfl     '' Served 
Married...     Night Court 
With 
Movie: •*•»* 'Hj-s C*'st-3i An.de'S&i (195?. M-sicaiiDanr.j-      Rush 
Kaye. Jeanmane A snutte* slcytelkV is misled by a taiie*<na. Limbaugh 
Star Trek Voyager Nowhere Man The News 
Projecl>ars"Ono'eroo)    IncredCe Dc n ■ 
Late Show i  Siv:eo)S Late Late 
Show 0 
Tonight Show |in Stereo) Late N.qhl (in S'ereol 
Rush Nighihne I 
Limbaugh 
Charlie Rose (h Stereo) 
Charlie Rose 'in Stereo; 
To Be Announced 
(OH Air) 
(Oft Air) 
intheHeaioltheNtght 
No Other Road" S 
Paid 
Program 
Married       Star Trek TneNe.i 
With Genetation ;ln Stereo) 
CABLE   STATIONS 
«*., iStand-Up,    Whose 
COM 'stand-Up     Line? 
ESPN 
MBG 
SC 
SCIFl 
USA 
Up Close Sportscenter 
Movie 
; Politically 
Incorrect 
Kids in the   Movie:   rhe/ficrerflWeS.';r<nfc/ngVVoman"(igBllThe Saturday Night Live 
Hall chcrr^als m aerosol spray earn'shrink a housewife 
Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced (Live)? 
j Politically 
i Incorrect 
Movie: ••'.  AdOa"ts fj.T iy Va*ue$" 
(1993) Anjekca Huston PG-13 I 
Movie   i*>   '.' DreamOn 
dad poses as a nanny to be w.th his children. 'PG-13   a 
Gametime   'Major League Baseball New York Yankees at Cleveland Indians From Jacobs Fiekl fL,.e) 
Sn Million Dollar Man 
T-eRetjrnof B^ool" 
Renegade Final 
Judgement' (In Slereoi I 
Twilight 
Zone <r 
Tales 
Darkside 
Wings I-. 
Stereo i J 
Wings Trie 
Shrink V 
Quantum Leap tin 
Murder. She Wrote 
' Death Casis a Sped'X 
Automan Mj-der. Take    Friday the 13th: The 
One" Series Doorway to Her 
I Hall 
Major League Baseball Tea^s 10 
i Kids in the   Mystery Science Theater 
I ll 30W "K*ig Dinosaur' ;R) 
louncej   . . 
Larry 
Sanders I 
Tales From 
the Crypt I 
Movie: "The CoOny"(1995) John Futter Rule- 
breakers m an exclusive communiy meet with death 
Movie: ttt'i "Fatal ARrac/Wngfl?, 
Suspense) Michael Dcugias R' X 
Buckeye 
Race 
From 
Belmont 
Twilight 
Zone « 
Wings In 
Stereo) X 
Tribe Take Two 
<ees at Indians (R) 
Tales- 
Darkside 
Wings "Tbi 
" innk" | 
Quantum Leap  n 
Sterec; B 
Quantum Leap (in 
Stereo) X 
THURSDAY EVENING     SEPTEMBER 14,1995 
! 6:00 I 6:30 I 7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 '' 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
QiNMl CBS Neas Wheel ol 
Fcnui'.e ii 
Jeopardy! Murder. She Wrole A 
Nest ot Vipers "'In Stereo) 
Color Me Barbra "i '- 
Slereo) .IT 
48 Hours Hjw Sale Is 
YourHosptaP 1 
News 1 Late Show (h Sterec « Late Late 
S"o» : 
© tern I 'JBC News Enl. Tonight Hard Copy Eri#nds (In Slereo) 1 Hope! Gloria « Semleld 1-  Mad About Sleieo) JC   |Vou |Ri JC ER'EverythingOH Is New Agao (in Slereoi I Hewsff Tonight Show (In Storeo) 3E Late Night (In Stereo) 
© Hm 1BC World Newt COM (In Slereo) X Most Wanted ChiiHfGnKe'TakeMe to the Pilot "JC Monroes "Pikjt" (Ri (In Stereo) I Day One .ff. M'A-S'HS Rush Limbaugh Nightline « Used Cars 
© 111 PurposfS Business Report UKNeil/letltet Newshour i Wild Amarica ■ UotorWeek (In Slereo) Mystery! "Rumpole ol Ihe Bale, VI iParMclEi.«' Main Street Jazz (in Stereo) New Television Charlie Rose (In Slereoi (OflAir) 
© MacNeil/Lthrtr NMHJoWn Frugal Gourmet K Wild America K This Old Houses: Yankee Shop Mystery! "Rumpole ol Ihe Bailey VT (Part 4 ol 6) 3E Waiting lor God My Husband Being Served Charlie Rose (In Sleieo) (OflAir) 
© 
CD 
© 
Horn* 
Improve. 
Simpsons 
(In Slereoi 
Semlelfl 
"The Pen' 
Coach In 
Slereoll 
Living 
Singles 
Crew "The 
Operation" 
New York Undercover 
"Man's Best Friend" X 
Star Trek: The Neit 
Generation "Liaisons" X 
Married... 
With 
Night Court In the Heal ot the Night 
"liar's Poker" (In Stereo) 
Country 
Music OSA 
Dinosaurs 
(In Slereo) 
Highway 
Patrol 
LAPDX Renegade Saoed C'l 
Shotgun Wedding" 
Lonesome Dove: The 
Series "Firebrand" (R) 
Rush 
Limbaugh 
Motor- 
sports 
To Be Announced Press Boi Paid 
Program 
Simpsons 
(In SlereoJ 
Roseanne 
(In Slereo) 
Major League Baseball MaVejUkM Brewers al Detroit Tqers From Tiger 
Stadium (Ove) 
News Married.. 
With 
Star Trek: The Neit 
Generation ilr Stem;:." 
a'A'S'HI 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Sir : U: Sland-Up 
Whose 
Line' 
Politically 
Incorrect 
Kids in Ihe 
Hall 
Gallagher: Overboard 
Comedy 'rom California 
One Nighl 
Stand 
Jell Allman Saturday Nighl Live Tim 
Robbms 
Politically 
Incorrect 
Kids in Ihe 
Hall 
Mystery Science Theater 
3O00|R| 
ESPN Up Close Sportscenter Weekend Kickotl 
College Football Te«as Cwslian at Kansas (Live) I Sportscenter 7 Baseball 
Tonight 
Auto 
Racing 
HBO Movie: 
Movie: »t* "Sirverado'pBljS. Western) Kevin Kane Thepathsol 
lour cowooys converge en route to a snowdown 'PG-13' A 
Movie: "arjmotisess<on"(i994 
Suspense) John Savage R 
Comedy 
Halt 
Inside the NFL (l- 
Stereo)X 
Movie:   !»i! Great B* n> 
OrYFrcaclAovenr.re   FI 
SC Colleat Soccer 
Gametime Ma(or League Baseball Boston Red So> at Cleveland inoans From Jacobs Field (live) Week on 
Tour 
Buckeye 
Race 
From 
Belmont 
Tribe: Take Two Red 
SOK at Indians. (R) 
SC FI 
USA 
Sin Million D 
"Ngfiimare 1 
Renegade "L 
Sombra" (In 
ollar Man 
Ihe Sky'' 
Twilight 
Zone!! 
Tales- 
Darkside 
Quantum Leap (In 
Slereo) 5 
Automan Zooers Friday the 13th: The 
Series (In Sleieo) 
Twilight 
Zonal 
Tales- 
Dark side 
Quantum Leap (In 
Stereo) X 
a Mala 
tereo) K 
Wings .In 
Slereo) iff 
Wings |ln 
Sler"o|V 
Murder, She Wrole 
CapnolOttense"Jt; 
l4ovve:**t Escape From AKalw'J 979) Ci:nl Fasrwood A 
convict plots to escape Iron the notorious island prison (In Slereo) 
Wings In 
Slereoi JC 
Quantum Leap (In 
Slereo) X 
*»» m r+ •» «r arw^Ff e» e^* «* 0 9 m ^ e*t»e* *• wwm 0 
?&% • Stftfem&e* f. 9995 • fi<*$e ?2 
